
This design document is for:

Dark Realm Game Studio.
Dark Realm Game Studio (DRGS for short) will be an all in one game design

toolset written in BlitzMax.DRGS will be based heavily on Neo Axis.

 The toolset will have the following features.

Chapter 1
Resource Editor

The Resource Editor is a tool you will use to manage the resources of your project. The tool is 
intended to configure 3D models, materials, textures, physics models, game objects, graphic 
user interfaces and more. 



All of the resources are located in the Data folder of the project, each represented by a single 
file. Resources are divided into the following types:

·types of objects — .type

·3D models — .mesh

·physical models — .physics

·material — .highMaterial

·texture — .dds, .jpg, .png, .tga, .bmp, .hdr and more

·interfaces — .gui

·particle system — .particle

·font description — .fontDefinition

·sounds — .ogg, .wav

·video — .ogv, .ogg

·сonfiguration files to import 3D models — .modelImport.



General View:

Editor window includes the following parts:

1.Top panel - menu and toolbar.

2.Resources window - the resources tree.

3.Properties window - the properties of the selected objects.

4.Workspace - a window for editing objects using visual tools. 

 

Working with Editor

Resource Editor is a set of specialized editors, created for work with different resources. Thus 



the managing editors, involving workspace, remains a single.

Camera Control
In addition to the usual mode of the camera, the editor has a free camera 
mode. To enable free camera, you can use the corresponding items menu 
Edit or buttons on the toolbar. Camera mode is selected separately for 
viewing and editing resource.

Camera Сontrol in Standard Mode

Use the following keys for navigation in the editor's workspace:

·W - turn the camera down

·A - turn the camera left

·S - turn the camera up

·D - turn the camera to the right

·Q - Moves the camera forward kinda like Zooming in.

·E - Makes the Camera Zoom out. 

Pressing and holding the Shift allows you to rotate the camera faster.

When pressing right mouse button camera follows the cursor. When scrolling wheel camera 
gets closer or moves away.

Camera Control in Free Mode

Use the following keys for navigation in the editor:



W - move forward

A - move left

S - move backwards

D - move right

Q - move up

E - move down.

Pressing and holding Shift allows you to move around the editors faster.

When pressing right mouse button camera follows the cursor. The camera is fixed at one point. 
When pressing the middle mouse button and moving the mouse, camera moves in 
corresponding direction, analogous to the buttons A and D. When moving the mouse up-and-
down, the camera moves up and down, analogous to the key Q and E. The camera looks directly 
and doesn't rotate.

Transformation Tool (Gizmo)
Such elements as attached objects in the object type editor, bodies in the physics model editor, 
particle sources in the particle system editor, mesh sources in model import editor have such 
characteristics as position, rotation and scale. These parameters define placement of the object 
in space. To edit these properties you can use the corresponding fields in the map object 
properties — Position, Rotation and Scale. But editing spatial placement of objects is much more
convenient by visual means. That is what the transformation tool is for. 



Each of three characteristics of an object is controlled by its own transformation tool:

·position transformation tool

·rotation transformation tool

·scale transformation tool. 

You can choose the tools on the toolbar or in the Edit menu.

Before placement of some object or objects can be changed, this object objects must first be 
selected. Object selection works with the chosen transformation tool too, so you can first select 
a transformation tool and then select an object.

Position



The position transformation tool allows changing position of the object as specified by the 
Position property of the map object. This tool is represented with three orthogonal axes — X, Y, 
Z.



To change one of object position components (X, Y or Z) you should hold the left mouse button 
over the coresponding axis and drag to an appropriate side. When the component is changed, 
release the mouse button.

By pointing the cursor to one of the edges formed by a pair of the 
transformation tool axes and by dragging it you can change two 
components of the object placement simultaneously.

On the toolbar there are additional object movement options:

·Movement Snapping — change position with the given step.

·Move Objects Using Local Coordinates — us local coordinates when moving the 
object.

You can get thorough information about these buttons in the toolbar section. 



Rotation

The rotation transformation tool allows for changing the rotation angle of the object as specified
in the Rotation property of the map object. This tool is a sphere made of three circles each 
corresponding to one of coordinate axes.(X Y Z) There is also one more circle in the rotation tool 
lying in a plane that is orthogonal to the camera direction.



To rotate the object around one of the axes (X, Y or Z), drag the corresponding sphere of the 
transformation tool.

The additional circle orthogonal to the camera direction is colored in gray. By dragging it you can



change the rotation angle of the object around the current camera direction axis.

Also, you can rotate the object around multiple axes. To do this, point the mouse cursor to the 
circle in the central part of the transformation tool and drag it.

The toolbar offers additional options to rotate objects:

·Rotation Snapping — change rotation angle with the given step.

·Move Objects Using Local Coordinates — use local coordinates when rotating 
the object.

·Move Objects During Rotation — move objects when a group of objects is 
rotated.

You can learn more about these buttons in the toolbar section.

Scale



The scale transformation tool allows changing object scale as specified by the Scale property. 
This tool is represented as three orthogonal axes — X, Y, Z.

To change one of components of the object's scale (X, Y или Z) drag the corresponding axis of 



the transformation tool.

All axes of the transformation tool are connected in twos. By fraggin the edge, you can change 
two components of the scale simultaneously.



Also, by dragging the triangle in the central part of the transformation tool you can modify the 
scale of the object symmetrically along all three axes.

The toolbar offers additional options to scale objects:

·Scaling Snapping — change scale with the given step.

·Move Objects During Scaling — move objects when a group of objects is scaled. 

You can learn more about these buttons in the toolbar section.

Menu

File:

New: Create new resource.

Import 3D Models: Fast import 3D models. Read more in chapter 8.

Edit: Switch to edit mode of the resource.

Close Editing: Exit edit mode.

Save: Save resource.

Reload Resource Editor: Reload Resource Editor.

Exit: Exit editor. 



Edit:

Undo: Undo the last action.

Redo: Redo the undone action.

Select: Enable selection of objects.

Move: Enable mode of selecting and moving objects. You can move objects with the 
transformation tool in this mode.

Rotate: Enable mode of selecting and rotating objects. You can rotate an object with the 
transformation tool in this mode.

Scale: Enable mode of selecting and scaling objects. You can scale an object with the 
transformation tool in this mode.

Movement Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of moving objects. Movement is 
accomplished by fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

Rotation Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of rotating objects. Rotation is accomplished 
by fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

Scaling Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of scaling objects. Scale is accomplished by 



fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

Move Objects Using Local Coordinates: Enable/disable a mode of movement and 
rotation of objects in local coordinates of object. The direction of the axes of the tool 
transforming objects will be in the local coordinates of the object, instead of the world 
coordinates in this mode.

Move Objects During Rotation: Enable/disable moving objects during rotation. If this 
option is selected, the rotation group of selected objects is relative to the center of the group. It 
means changing the coordinates of objects. If the option is disabled, then rotation of each 
object in the selected group is relatively own center facility. Thus, the coordinates of the objects 
remain unchanged.

Move Objects During Scaling: Enable/disable moving objects while scaling. If this option 
is selected, the scale has the infuence both on the objects of the selected group and on their 
position relative to the group center. If the option is disabled, scaling coordinates of the selected
objects is not performed.

Clone: Clone selected objects.

Delete: Delete selected objects.

Free Camera Mod For Viewing: Enable/disable mode of free camera when viewing the 
resources.

Free Camera Mod For Editing: Enable/disable mode of free camera when editing 
resources. 

View:

Resources Window: Show/Hide tree resources.

Properties Window: Show/Hide Properties window.



Output Window: Show/hide output window.

Reset Window Settings: Reset settings window.

Toolbar: Set the position of the toolbar. It is proposed to place the panel at the top, bottom, 
left, right, or remove the panel.

Status Bar: Show/hide the status bar.

Full Screen Mode: Switch on full screen mode.

Add-ons:
This is the Add-ons menu. You will be able to create Add-ons for the Resource editor and place 
them in this menu.

Example of Add-on Creation: Example of the addition to the editor.

Tools:

Open Map Editor: Open Map Editor.

Run Simulation: Start a simulation. Opens Game.exe. You can specify startup parameters in 
the settings.

Options: Open the editor options.

Help:



Overview of Resource Editor: Open the resource editor, i.e. this article.

Documentation: Open the title page of the documentation.

About: Open "About" window.

Toolbar:

1. Import 3D models: Import 3D models.

2. New Folder: Create a new directory.

3. New Resource: Create a new resource.

4. Edit: Edit resource.

5. Close Editing: Close editing.

6. Save: Save resource.

7. Undo: Undo the last action.

8. Redo: Redo the undone action.

9. Select: Enable selection of objects.

10. Move: Enable mode of selecting and moving objects. You can move objects with the 
transformation tool in this mode.

11. Rotate: Enable mode of selecting and rotating objects. You can rotate objects with the 
transformation tool in this mode.

12. Scale: Enable mode of selecting and scaling objects. You can scale objects with the 
transformation tool in this mode.



13. Movement Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of moving objects. Movement is 
accomplished by fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

14. Rotation Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of rotating objects. Rotation is 
accomplished by fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

15. Scaling Snapping: Enable/disable step mode of scaling objects. Scale is accomplished 
by fixed pitch. The step is specified in options.

16. Move Objects Using Local Coordinates: Enable/disable a mode of movement and
rotation of objects in local coordinates of object. The direction of the axes of the tool 
transforming objects will be in the local coordinates of the object, instead of the world 
coordinates in this mode.

17. Move Objects During Rotation: Enable/disable moving objects during rotation. If 
this option is selected, the rotation group of selected objects is relative to the center of the 
group. It means changing the coordinates of objects. If the option is disabled, then rotation of 
each object in the selected group is relatively own center facility. Thus, the coordinates of the 
objects remain unchanged.

18. Move Objects During Scaling: Enable/disable moving objects while scaling. If this 
option is selected, the scale has the infuence both on the objects of the selected group and on 
their position relative to the group center. If the option is disabled, scaling coordinates of the 
selected objects is not performed.

19. Clone: Clone selected objects.

20. Delete: Delete selected objects.

21. Use Free Camera Mode for Viewing: Enable/disable mode of free camera when 
viewing the resources.

22. Use Free Camera Mode for Editing: Enable/disable mode of free camera when 
editing resources.

23. Options: Open the editor options.

24. Reload Resource Editor: Reload Resource Editor.

25. Open Map Editor: Open Map Editor.

26. Run Simulation: Start a simulation. Opens Game.exe. You can specify startup 
parameters in the settings.

Resources Window:



The tree of files and catalogs of the Data folder of the project is in the window resources. 
Resource is selected for viewing or editing in this window. Different types of resources are 
arranged in folders. When developing the project, we recommend the systematization of 
resource allocation. An alternative option is to create a separate folder for all project resources. 
IE a single folder for your project. 

Context Menu:
The Context menu is available by right clicking the mouse button on the 
folders and resources window.



New: Create a new resource in the selected directory.

Edit: Edit resource.

Open in External Program: Open a resource in an external program. If you click this wile a
folder is selected it will open the folder in Explorer.

Cut: Cut resource.

Copy: Copy resource.

Delete: Delete resource.

Rename: Rename resource.

Sort by: Sort the items of the resource tree.

Refresh: Refresh resource tree.

Properties: Open resource properties.

Editors:
Each type of resource has a specialized editor. In other words, the resource editor is a collection 
of a variety of editors.

·Object Type Editor — .type

·Physics Model Editor — .physics

·Particle System Editor — .particle



·Editor of the settings for 3D models — .mesh

·Material Editor — .highMaterial

·User Interface Editor — .gui

·Font Definition Editor — .fontDefinition

·3D Model Import Editor — .modelImport

·Audio/Video Player — .ogg, .wav, .ogv

·Texture Viewer — .dds, .jpg, .png, .tga, .bmp, .hdr and more.

You will be able to get more info about the editors in the later chapters. From Chapter 2 to 8.

Object Type Editor:
The Object Type Editor is used to configure types of objects which will be placed in the map 
editor. Types of objects are stored in .type files. 



Physics Model Editor:
The Editor of the physics models is used to configure the behavior of physical objects. Physical 
model describes the properties of the object that will be used when calculating the simulation 
physics, collision, transformation. Physical models are stored in .physics files. 

Particle System Editor:
The Particle System Editor is created for effect settings. Particle systems are stored in .particle 
files.



.Mesh Editor:
The .mesh Editor is intended for setting created during the import of 3D models. 3D models are 
stored in .mesh files. The Editor allows you to change the scale, move the center of the model, 
change materials, calculate levels of detail (LOD), customize the animation, which is stored in 
.skeleton files.



Material Editor:
The Material Editor is intended for the settings of 3D models materials. Materials are stored 
in .highMaterial files. 



User Interface Editor:
The User Interface Editor is intended for the settings of the GUI elements, 
the user interface screens in your game project. User interfaces are stored 
in .gui files. 



3D Model Import Editor:
The Model Import Editor is intended for importing 3D models from other 
formats into the format of the engine.(.mesh files) Import settings are 
stored in .modelImport files.



Audio/Video Player:
Audio and video files are played in this editor. Two operations are available For them in the 
window Properties:

·Button Play: allows you to play the selected resource.

·Checkbox Loop Play: allows you to loop the selected resource. 

We recommend you to use the following formats .ogg for audio and .ogv for video. You can find 
more detailes about these formats here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ogg

There is a special converter in the SDK engine for convertation video to the format .ogg which 
can be found in SDK\Tools\Video\ffmpeg2theora folder.  Though the player can also play 
.wav .mp3 and other video formats too. .mp4 .avi

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ogg


 Texture Viewer

Textures viewer allows you to view textures and convert them to other formats. You need to 
click on the texture in the resource box for convertation, right-click on the shortcut menu, select
"Convert to...". Supported formats:

·TGA,

·JPG,

·PNG,

·DDS-TXT1,

·DDS-TXT5,

·DDS-3Dc (Normal Map),

·DDS-(A)RGB. 



Windows Editor Configuration:
The editor allows you to configure the position of the Windows. If you want to move a window, 
you have to drag it in the right direction for the editor attachment slot, holding the left mouse 
button.



 Editor Settings:
The settings window can be opened through the menu item Tools. Settings are divided into 
several tabs.

General Settings:
The General tab contains general settings of the editor. 



General

General Background Color: General background color of the editor.

Hide Directories And Files: List of hidden directories and files. Directories and files from 
this list are displayed by gray color in a window of resources.

Show Splash Screen At Startup: Enable/disable pop-up screen when loading the editor.

Sound Volume: Sound Volume.

Lighting

Default Ambient Light: The brightness of the light source. Set as the color.

Default Light Diffuse Color: Color of the light source by default.

Default Light Direction: Direction of the light source by default.

Default Light Specular Color: Color reflection of the light source by default.

Run Simulation



Run Simulation Parameters: The command line to run the simulation (Game.exe).

Viewport

Invert Mouse Wheel: Enable/disable invert mouse wheel.

Max Frames Per Second In Active State: Maximum frame rate in the active state of 
the editor.

Max Frames Per Second In Inactive State: Maximum frame rate in the inactive state 
of the editor. 

 Setting of the User Interface Editor
You can configure the font editor in the User Interface tab.

Fonts

The Font of Context Menu: The font of context Menu.

The Font of Form: The font of form.



The Font of Main Menu: The font of main menu.

The Font of Property Grid: The font of property Grid.

The Font of Tree Control: The font of tree Control.

 Camera Settings

The Camera Tab contains settings for the camera.

Keyboard

Keyboard Movement Fast Speed: The speed of fast moving the camera (pressing Shift) 
when controlling by keyboard.

Keyboard Movement Speed: Camera speed in normal mode when controlling by 
keyboard.

Keyboard Rotation Fast Speed: Fast Rotation speed of the camera (pressing Shift) when 
controlling by keyboard.

Keyboard Rotation Speed: Speed rotation of the canera in normal mode when controlling



by keyboard.

Mouse

Mouse Movement Fast Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera movement in the 
accelerated mode (pressing Shift) using mouse.

Mouse Movement Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera rotation using mouse.

Mouse Rotation Horizontal Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera rotation using 
mouse.

Mouse Rotation Vertical Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera rotation using 
mouse.

View Settings

Far Clip Distance: The range of objects visibility.

Field of View: Viewing angle.

Near Clip Distance: The near distance of objects visibility. If the objects are closer of the 
specified radius, they are not displayed.

Settings of the Tranformation Tool
You can configure the parameters of the transformation tool of the objects, in the Transform 
Gizmo tab



General

Line Thickness: The thickness of the lines.

Rotation Sensitivity: Sensitivity during the rotation of the object.

Shadow Intensity: Shadow intensity.

Size (pixels): Tool size (in pixels).

Snapping

Movement Snapping: Step when moving an object (in metres).

Rotation Snapping (degrees): Step when the object is rotated (in degrees).

Scale Snapping (%): Step when scaling an object (in percentage). 

This is the end of Chapter 1.



Chapter 2

Mesh Editor:
The .mesh editor which will give you the ability to view the meshes in real 
time. It will also let you add .materal files to the meshes as well as 
give you the ability to add lod levels manualy or automatically to the mesh.

You will also be able to scale the mesh in all three axis. x y and z. also move 
the mesh by all 3 axis as well. and lastly calculate the tangent vectors as 
well.

You will also be able to rotate the mesh in all three axis. All this will need to
be done via property menus. Lastly you will be able to rotate around the 
mesh with the mouse. 

Mesh Editor properties:

·General: General Properties of the list below.

·Edge List: This will have a drop down menu with true or false settings.
Not sure what this does. I think it has something to do with shadows maybe.

·Manual LODs: This will be a collection menu. You will click a button and the menu will 
pop up. See pic below.



·Skeleton name: If the mesh is animated it will load the animation skeleton here. 
Otherwise this will be blank.

·Submeshes:This is where you place the material files.That are stored on the mesh.  
Along with allowing collision. It is both a collection menu as well as a property menu. It 
will have 3 properties.

5.Allow Collision:This is for allowing the mesh to have collision properties. Where you 
can bump into it. This is a true or false dropdown menu.

6.Material Name: Here is where the materials are added to the mesh.

7.Text User Data: Not sure what this does either. But it is a collection menu too.

Here is a pic of all the properties and collection menus:



Below the property menu we have another grop of drop down menus. 
Which are as follows.

·Animations: This dropdown menu will allow you to run the animation stored in the 
skeleton file in real time. If the mesh has animations that is.

·LODs: This drop down menu will let you look at the lod levels. Either generated or 
manual. It is defaulted to auto.

·UV Channels: This will allow you to look at the unwrapped uvs of a mesh.



Below is a pic of this menu.

Next we will have 6 buttons which are as follows.

·Generate LODs: When you click the button the generate LODs menu will appear.
Here you will be able to generate the lods for the mesh. The menu looks like the pic 
below.

8.Count: How many LOD levels to generate. From 0 to 16 lods.
9.Distence: The distence in meters from the camera the lods will be generated
10.Reduction(%): How much the LODs will be reduced.

·Channels: When you press the channels button. The channels menu will appear. This 
menu allows you to generate Tangent Vectors. Compress the mesh, getting rid of 
duplicate vertices. and auto unwrap the mesh. See pic below.



·Move:This button will let you move the mesh inside it's bounds. This is good if you need 
to change the position of the center of the mesh. It looks like the pic below.

·Rotate: The Rotate button will bring up the rotate menu. This will allow you to rotate the
mesh in all 3 axis. Some times you will have to do this because the exporter. has the 
mesh rotated. See pic below.

                



·Scale: The scale menu will allow tou to scale the mesh. Sometimes when you import 
a mesh from your favorate 3D editor. It can be really big. You will be able to scale it 
down with this menu. See pic below.

            

·Utilities: This button will open a drop down menu to calculate Ambient Occlusion. I 
believe this might have been added to my RE. But I am adding it here. Because it is a 
cool utility. See pic below.



Chapter 3
Material Editor:
The material editor will show you in real time what a texture will look like 
on a box model. It will need the following features. In the property panel. 
The pics below will show the entire editor and it's properties.



Shader base properties: This is the category also see pic below of the 
properties.

·Allowfog: set this to true or false. This property will make it where the 
model is obscured by fog or not. This is a dropdown menu.

·AlphaRejectFunction:  this will have 8 properties as followed
Always fail
Always pass
Less
Less Equal
Equal
Not Equal
Greater Equal



Greater
What each does is basically allows for alphas to work correctly on a mesh. Like say you 
have texture of a fence with each link is see through. when you first load it up between 
each link will be black. You will need to change these properties to get it to show up 
right.

·Alpha Reject Value: 
property setting will be 127. the higher the number the better it will show the alpha. 
This works with AlphaRejectFunction.

·Alpha To Converage:   
is a multisampling computer graphics technique useful for situations where dense 
foliage or grass must be rendered in a video game. This technique uses the alpha 
channel of textures as a coverage mask for anti-aliasing. Alpha to coverage 
multisampling is based on regular multisampling, except that the alpha coverage mask is
ANDed with the multisample mask. Alpha-to-coverage converts the alpha component 
output from the pixel shader to a coverage mask. When the multisampling is applied 
each output fragment gets a transparency of 0 or 1 depending on alpha coverage and 
the multisampling result. This will be toggled true or false

·Ambiant Lighting: 
This setting will be toggled true or false

·Blending:
This will have 3 settings from a drop down menu.
Opaque
AlphaAdd
AlphaBlend
Each setting will have a different result.
Opaque is the default setting. for normal textures 
AlphaAdd makes the texture see through. good for glass and other stuff.
AlphaBlend bends multiable textures together? I think.

·Cast Static Shadows:
this will allow the mesh to cast lightmapped shadows if your using a lightmap generator.
In the engine. for pre-textured lights. This will need to be toggled on and off from a drop
down menu property.

·Depth Offset:
 The added value with entries in the depth buffer. Used to avoid Z-fighting. 

·Depth Test:



Enable / disable depth testing. but it will need a toggleable drop down of true or false.

·Depth Write:
 Enable / Disable the depth buffer when drawing geometry. but it will need a toggleable 
drop down of true or false.

·Double Sided:
Toggleable true or false this will make the backfaces of meshs visable or invisable.
it will also double the polycount of a mesh.

·Fadeing by Distance Range:
This will make the texture fade by distance this is good for fadeing alpha textures for 
tree leaves or grass. The setting will use numbers default will be 0 0 for no fadeing.

·Half Lambert:
not sure what this does. But will need to be toggleable true or false.

·Lighting:
Toggleable true or false this property will allow lights and normal maps to be used.

·Receieve Shadows:
This will allow the mesh to be shadowed with realtime shadows. The setting will be true 
or false.

·Receieve Simple Shadows:
this is for lower end machines if the user has to use simple shadows. Toggleable true or 
false.

·Soft Particles:
This is for if your useing particles as the materal. It will make sure the particle does not 
clip through objets like meshs or terrain. Toggleable true or false.

·Soft Particles Fadeing Length:
The distance from the camera it will show through the mesh. Uses a single number. 
Default 1. This is for Ztest.   

·Use Normals:
This will toggle the use of normal maps on and off. The setting is true or false.

Next is the texture properties. Here you will add the textures to the 
material. See pics below for how this looks.



·Diffuse Maps:
Can use up to 6 diffuse maps. also has the following properties.

Diffuse color: This will use a drop down color picker. It will also have a writeable 
Property useing 3 sets of numbers. corosponding to red green and blue. Default will be 
255 255 255. See pic below.



Diffuse Power: This property changes the power of the material. 1 is default. Settings of 
2 or higher will make the texture brighter.

Diffuse Scale Dynamic: This is a drop down menu with the true and false property. When
set to true you can use this along with some code to make things like tank tracks move.

Diffuse Vertex Color: Not sure what this does. But I this this has something to do with 
the vertex painting property below. It is a true or false drop down menu.

Use Vertex Painting: This is a drop down menu with true or false properties. You can 
enable this to use vertex painting on a mesh. Though I never have used it.

·Emission maps: This is for if your material has a Emission Light texture. Basically it is a 
black and white texture. Where the white is the lighted map for the texture. And the 
black does not show up. Here are the settings.

Emission Color: This uses a color scaler. As seen above. Under Diffuse Color. Also has 3 
sets of numbers. All default to 0 0 0. But if you bring it up to 255 255 255. It will brighten
the white areas on the texture. You can also go past 255 255 255 and make
the Emission map even brighter.

Emission map:  This is where you place the texture. You will be able to browse for it. 
When you click the [...] looking button. It will also show the link to it in the panel.

Emission Power:This property changes the power of the Emission Map. 1 is default. 
Settings of 2 or higher will make the texture brighter.

Emission Scale Dynamic: This will allow you in code to be able to Scroll the Emission 
Map. This is a Drop Down menu of True or False.

·Height/normal map: This is where you will be able to add the Height and Normal 
Maps to the material. The height maps uses Parallax Mapping as well as Parallax 
Occlusion Mapping for the height map. It can also use up to 4 maps each. In the Height 



and Normal Map Settings. The Settings are as followed. Under the Height category. 

Displacement Technique: This is a dropdown menu with Parallax Mapping and 
Parallax Occlusion Mapping as the options.

Height From Normalmap Alpha:  If your normal map has a Alpha Channel. This can be
used to gain the heightmap from the normalmap. 

Height Scale: This will change how displaced the heightmap will be. It is a single 
number that is defaulted to 0.04. The higher the number the more displaced the texture
will be.

The rest of this is just the Normal Map textures. Up to 4 can be used at once. 

·Reflection Cubemaps: This is where you will be able to add Reflection Cubemaps to 
the material file. Reflection cubemaps is basically textures that reflect what is on them. 
It is good for windows of a tall skyscraper. Or other reflective serfaces. Mirrors. Ect. The 
settings are as followed.

Reflection Color: This uses a color scaler. As seen above. Under Diffuse Color. Also has 3
sets of numbers. All default to 0 0 0. But if you bring it up to 255 255 255. It will brighten
the entire texture. You can also go past 255 255 255 and make
the Reflection map even brighter. It is also for the reflection making it brighter will make
the Reflection Map show up. And I also believe if you put it to 255 255 255 without a 
texture. It will reflect what is in game around you too. In Real time.

Reflection Power: As above This property changes the power of the Reflection Map. 1 
is default. Settings of 2 or higher will make the texture brighter.

Reflection Scale Dynamic: This will allow you in code to be able to Scroll the Emission 
Map. This is a Drop Down menu of True or False.

Reflection Specific Cubemap: This is for a full cubemap. That is used as a DDS file. It 
basically lets you use a single Reflection cubemap that is in the dds file on the material. 
It is hard to explane. But basically it is like having 6 textures in a single dds file. That is 
used as the cubemap. 

·Specular: This is where the Specular map is used. Specular maps are maps used to make 
the material shine. If a texture is used. It will be kind of Greyscaled. The white parts are 



shinier then the darker parts. You can also just scale it up too without a map and it will 
give off a shine as well. Here are the properties.

Specular Color: Like the diffuse Color above this uses a Color Scaler. And it's settings 
are 0 0 0 at default. But can be scaled up to 255 255 255 or higher. The higher the 
settings the Shinier the material will be. 

Specular Power: Default is 1. But if you bring it up. The shinier it will be power wise. It 
is great if you want something super shiney. And hurt your eyes lol. 

·Transluency:The Translucency group of parameters allows you to set translucency for 
the material, for example, to simulate translucent tree leaves in the light. 

⦁ Translucency Clearness: Purity of the translucency.

·Translucency Color: Color, which is multiplied by the color of the TranslucencyMap.

·Translucency Dynamic: Enable/disable the ability to dynamically change the translucency
during the simulation. 

·Translucency Map: Mask to apply translucency.

·Translucency Power: Modifier of TranslucencyColor. 

⦁ Advanced Maps Parameters: These are the parameters for the map drop down 

list. The Advanced settings are available for all maps (Diffuse, Specular, Emission, Height,
etc.). They allow you to configure the calculation methods for texture coordinates, 
including the ability to set up texture animation.  See pic below.



 Clamp: Enable/disable limit for texture coordinates, if the value of texture coordinates is less 
than 0 or greater than 1.

TexCoord: Texture coordinates Channel that will be used when overlaying the texture.

Texture: The name of the texture file. 

Animation: Animation settings of the map. Click here for detalis below.

DynamicParameters: Enable/disable the ability to change the transformation
parameters during simulation.

Rotate: The angle of the texture rotation.

Scale: Scaling textures X and Y.

Scroll: Offset texture on axes X and Y. 



RotateSpeed: The rotation speed of the texture. Positive value texture rotates 
counterclockwise, negative - clockwise.

ScrollRound: Step scroll texture. It can be used to create the animation, when the texture is full
of images and it needs to be scrolled. This technique is like a slide show. You can for example 
implement an explosion animation with the help of this feature.

ScrollSpeed: The scrolling speed of the texture. 

Below is added as a wish list. 

·Splating Maps

·Detail Textures

·Detail Height/normal maps

·Ambient Occlusion

Chapter 4

·Type Editor: The Type editor is the foundation of the 

DRED. It is where you will be able to create every single 
game object in the game. It's used to create and edit object 
types (.type files). A person, a car, a building, a tree or 
anything can go in an object type. By creating a type, you are
assigning a class to it that determines the actions it is able to
perform and the properties it has. These properties may 
include appearance, physics model, sounds, etc. 

Some properties can be added as Attached Objects, such as 
visual appearance proprties of the object. For example, 



when you attach a mesh to an object, this object is visually 
represented by that mesh. You can also attach sound, thus 
making the object produce the attached sound. 

There are many many things that the .type editor can do. 
This is what the user will build their game with. And it is the 
most important part of the editor.

· General View

·The editor consists of the following elements:

11.    Upper panel.

12.    Resource tree.

13.    Attached objects window.

14.    Properties window.

15.    Working area. 



·The upper panel, the resource tree, the properties window, and the workspace are 
integral parts of the Resource Editor, while the Attached objects window is 
found only in this Editor. 

Properties Window:
Properties Window: (Properties) is used for changing type parameters. Most operations for 
the development process are performed through this window. 



The properties window includes additional options for object editing. 

·Edit Physics Model button. If a physics model is assigned to an object 
type the Physics Model Editor starts.

·Show Physics checkbox. If this one is checked, attached objects are 



displayed along with the physics model of the object type.

·Show Invisible Objects checkbox. If this one is checked, invisible 
attached objects are displayed. The invisible object is any object with 
the Visible parameter (of the General list) set to False.

·Filter Objects By Alias dropdown list. Displays objects only with the 
specified alias (the Alias parameter in the General list of attached 
object's parameters). The list includes all aliases of objects plus the 
following entries:

·    No filter — displays all objects,

    Without alias only — displays all objects without aliases. 

 Attached Objects Window

The attached object window includes the list of Attached objects. It allows 
to edit attached objects using a context menu.

Right Click Menu/Object Editor Popup Menu: When you right click 
anywhere on the 3D object area. You will see a new menu pop up. This menu looks like as 
follows.



·Move: Enable the object highlighting and moving mode. When it's set on, you can move 
the objects using a special tool which is responsible for transformation in the editor 
workspace.

·Rotate: Enable the object highlighting and rotating mode. When it's set on, you can 
rotate the objects using a special tool which is responsible for transformation in the 
editor workspace.

·Scale: Enable the object highlighting and scaling mode. When it's set on, you can scale 
the objects using a special tool which is responsible for transformation in the editor 
workspace.

·Select: Enable the object highlighting mode.

·Attach: Allows the user to attach a new resource to the object. Learn more about 
attaching objects.

·Clone: This allows the user to clone the object. Makes a copy of the object.

·Delete: Allows the user to delete the attached object. 

Attached Objects: This allows you to attach objects to the .type editor. See pic 
below.

 



Such objects as they appear are implemented via the Attached Objects system. This 
system enables attaching of various resources to the object. For example, attaching a 
certain mesh will make the object look like that mesh. You can also attach a sound to 
make the object produce that sound.

The AttachedObjects list is located in the AttachedObjects property. You can edit this list
to add or delete any attached object. 

You also can attach the object using the editor context menu. To do that, right-click on 
the editor window, select the Attach Object menu and specify an object type to attach. 
In order to adjust object parameters select the attached object or begin editing the 
AttachedObjects list. The following objects can be attached:

·    3D Model (three-dimensional model),

·    Object Type (object type),

·    Particle System (particle system),



·    Light Source (light source),

·    Sound Source (sound source),

·    Billboard (flat object facing the camera),

·    RibbonTrail (ribbon trail),

·    In-Game 3D GUI (3D user interface),

·    Helper (auxiliary object). 

We will deal with all attached object types in detail below.

General parameters of Attached Objects:
Parameters of any attached object can be split to two groups: basic (General) and 
special ones. Basic parameters are the same for all object types while special 
parameters differ depending on the object type. 

General: 

·Alias: Alias of the object. It can be used for filtering objects according to this criteria. 
Programmers can find the desirable attached object from the code using this parameter.

·Body: Name of the body to attach the object to.

·BoneSlot: Name of the skeleton bone to attach the object to.

·OnlyForEditor:  If this parameter is set to True, the object will be visible in editors only. 
It will not be created in the game.

·Position: Object's shift relative to object type's position.

·Rotation: Object's rotation relative to object type's rotation.

·Scale: Object scaling.

·TextUserData: Any random text useful for the developer.

·Visible: If this parameter is set to True, the object will be visible. 



 3D Model: (Three-dimensional Model)

An attached three-dimensional model that determines appearance of the object.

All the parameters of the attached 3D model are divided into two categories:

    Mesh (3D model),

    Physics (physics). 

Mesh: 
AnimationTree: Animation tree file name.

BoneSlots: List of bones, other objects can be attached to.

CastDynamicShadows: Turns on/off dynamic shadow generation for this object.

CastStaticShadows: Turns on/off static (lightmap) shadow generation for this object.

ForceMaterials: Force an alternative material for the mesh.

LinkBonesToBodies: If this parameter is set to True, bones will be attached to the bodies. 
Usually it can be used for the ragdolls.

MeshName: Mesh file name.

ReceiveStaticShadows: This parameter enables shadow rendering at this object. If the 
parameter is ON, other objects' shadows are drawn at this object.

RenderingDistance: With this parameter you can specify the distance at which the object 
becomes invisible. If this parameter is set to 0, the object is always endered. This was something
I actually had the developer add to the engine.It helped out tremendously.

RenderingDistanceForShadows: With this parameter you can specify the distance at 
which object's shadow becomes invisible. If this parameter is set to 0, object's shadow is always 
rendered.



RenderingQueueGroup: Determine the object rendering order relative to the others. The 
property only influences objects with non-transparent materials.

TransparentObjectSortPriority: The priority of transparent object sorting defined by an 
integer value.

UseOwnerScale: Enable/Disable the influence of the owner object scale on the given object.
If this parameter is set to True, the owner scale is added to the scale of the target object.

Physics: 
Collision: Turns on/off object's processing when calculating collisions.

CollisionMaterialName: Physics material name. This parameter affects interaction 
properties of physical bodies. You can choose the type of material, for example: Metal, Wood, 
Rubber, Ice. You can add new types of physical materials from 
Data\Base\Constants\PhysicsSystem.config

CollisionSpecialMeshName: The name of special 3D mesh for collisions calculation. With 
this parameter you can change collision geometry for this object. On collision, the mesh selected
in the Meshname parameter is visible. Use this parameter to speed up calculation of complex 
physical objects.

CollisionVehicleDrivableSurface: Enable/Disable the calculation of a physical object as a
surface for car movement calculation.

Particle System:
Attached particle system.

Particle 

OwnerRotation: Enable/Disable the influence of owner object rotation on the given object. 
With this parameter set to True, the parent rotation of the object is added to the target object 
rotation. Owner rotation of the object type is used.

ParticleName: Name of the particle.

RenderingDistance: With this parameter you can specify the distance at which the particle 
becomes invisible. If this paremeter is set to 0, the particle is always rendered.

RenderingDistanceForShadows: With this parameter you can specify the distance at 
which the particle shadow becomes invisible. If this paremeter is set to 0, the particle shadow is 
always rendered.

RenderQueueGroup: Determines the object rendering order relative to the others. The 



property only influences objects with non-transparent materials.

StartTime: The moment the particle activates after it’s created.

UpdateWhenItNotInView: If this parameter is set to True, the particle is updated even if 
it is invisible. This parameter can significantly slow down the engine general speed in cases 
when there are many particle systems on the scene.

Light Source:
Attached light source.

Light 

AllowStaticLighting: Enable/Disable static lighting (lightmap) calculation. If this parameter 
is set to True this light source is used when calculating static lighting. Learn more at 
StaticLightingManager.type.

AttenuationFar: Maximum distance of the light source. Can only be used for Spot and Point 
light sources.

AttenuationNear: Distance at which light starts to fade out. Can only be used for Spot and 
Point light sources.

AttenuationPower: Light fading factor. Can only be used for Spot and Point light sources.

CastShadows: If this parameter is set to True, all objects blocking this light cast shadows.

CustomShaderParameter: Specific parameter for developers that allows you sending the 
set value to a shader.

DiffuseColor: Diffusive light source.

DiffusePower: Power of the source.

FFPAttenuationConstant: Constant factor which is a multiplier affecting other light fading 
parameters (for very old video cards).

FFPAttenuationLinear: Linear fading in the rendering in the fix pipe mode (for very old 
video cards).

FFPAttenuationQuadric: Quadratic fading in the rendering in the fix pipe mode (for very 
old video cards).

LightType: Light source type. You can chose from three values: Point (exact light source), 



Directional (one-directional light source), Spot (projector).

SpecularColor: Light source hotspot color.

SpecularPower: The parameter determines specular light intensity on the surface of the 
illuminated object.

SpotlightFalloff: This parameter determines light fading from internal to external cone. The 
more this value is, the smoother fading is. This parameter works only for the Spot light source 
type.

SpotlightInnerAngle: This parameter determines the inner cone width – the intensity of 
light concentration near the center. The difference is visible only when the SpotlightFalloff 
parameter is more than minimal value. If the SpotlightInnerAngle and the SpotlightOuterAngle 
parameters have the same values, the effect is the same as if the SpotlightFalloff value is 
minimal.

SpotlightOuterAngle: This parameter determines inner cone width of a light ray. The range
is from 0 to 180, where the value 180 is for the widest beam of light.

Sound Source:Attached sound.

Sound 

CalculateSoundVelocity: Enable/Disable sound speed calculation. It is necessary for 
Doppler Effect calculation.

Pitch: Sound playback speed coefficient.

Priority: This parameter allows setting the priority of sound playback. If a lot of sounds are 
played simultaneously, sounds with the minimal priority will be turned off, because it is 
impossible to play all the sounds considering the sound card restrictions.

SoundName: Sound file name.

Volume Sound: volume.

Misc 

MaxDistance: Maximum distance at which the object is audible.

MinDistance: Minimum distance at which the object is audible.

RolloffLogarithmicFactor: Sound fade coefficient for the logarifmic mode.



RolloffMode: Object fade mode. You can chose between Linear, Logarithmic and Manually 
modes.

Billboard: (flat object facing the camera )

Attached billboard: (flat rectangular object facing the camera).

Billboard 

BillboardType: Billboard type. You can select from five values: Point (dotted), 
OrientedCommon (directed and rotated by the CommonDirection vector), OrientedSelf 
(directed and rotated by its own vector), PerpendicularCommon (perpendicular to the 
CommonDirection vector), PerpendicularSelf (perpendicular to its own vector).

Color: Billboard color.

CommonDirection: Vector directing the billboard. This parameter is only required for 
OrientedCommon and PerpendicularCommon types.

CommonUpVector: Vector describing billboards ‘up’ direction. This parameter is only 
required for PerpendicularCommon and PerpendicularSelf types.

FadeVelocity: Billboard fading speed when the object is invisible.

MaterialName: Material name. You can load a Material here. Good for things like balls of 
light. And other things.

RenderingDistance: With this parameter you can specify the distance at which the 
billboard becomes invisible. If this paremeter is set to 0, billboard is always rendered.

RenderQueueGroup: Determines the object rendering order relative to the others. The 
property only influences objects with non-transparent materials.

Size: Billboard size.

Camera Visibility:

CameraVisibleCheck: Enable/Disable object visibility check. If this parameter is set to True,
object visibility check is performed. If the center of the object is not visible, the object will not 
be displayed.

CameraVisibleStartOffset: Distance at which the object is visible for the camera. 



RibbonTrail: These are the Lasers of the group. Great for creating Lazers. And Believe 

it or not. Smoke Trails.

RibbonTrail: is an attached object, which renders the geometry in the shape of sheet beam. 
An example of using it is the bullet tail imitation creation. This is ShotgunGravityBullet.type, 
which is located in the "Data\Types\Bullets\ShotgunGravityBullet". The alternative (right-click) 
fire mode of the Shotgun in Game.exe is implemented using the ribbon trail.



Ribbon trail parameters: The Parameters of the Ribbon trail are listed 
below.

CastShadows: Turns on/off shadow generation for the object

Chains: List of chains shaping the trail.

LifeTimeAfterDestroy: Trail’s lifetime after removal.

MaterialName: Material name, applied to the object and setting the ribbon trail's 
appearance.

MaxChainElements: Maximum number of ribbon trail elements (the larger the number is, 
the smoother the trail looks).

RenderingDistance: With this parameter you can specify the distance at which the trail 
becomes invisible. If this paremeter is set to 0, the trail interface is always rendered.

RenderQueueGroup: Determines the object rendering order relative to the others. The 
property only influences objects with non-transparent materials.

TrailLength: Trail length. How long the Trail is in meters. The higher the number the longer it 
will be. Good if you want it to look just like a laser.

The trail shape is determined by the Chains parameter. Press the "..." button next to this 
parameter to open the chain edit mode. The Add andRemove buttons are responsible for adding
and removing the chains. Each Chain has four parameters: 



The trail color gradually changes from InitialColor to ChangeColor as long as the trail is visible. 
The same happens with the ribbon trail width: it gradually changes from InitialWidth to 
ChangeWidth. 

ChangeColor: End color of the ribbon trail.

ChangeWidth: End width of the ribbon trail.

InitialColor: Initial color of the ribbon trail.

InitialWidth: Initial width of the ribbon trail. 

 In-Game 3D GUI: (user interface)

The attached user interface allows the user to render the user interface in 3D and providing 
interaction with it directly in game. 



Gui parameters list: 

Gui 

AspectRatio: Aspect ratio of the displayed user interface.

DrawFromBackSide: Enable/Disable the rendering of the user interface from behind.

RenderingDistance: With this parameter you can specify the distance at which the user 
interface becomes invisible. If this paremeter is set to 0, user interface is always rendered.

RenderQueueGroup: Determines the object rendering order relative to the others. 

Helper (auxiliary object)
Attached auxiliary object. This object is for developer’s needs. It can be used to determine 
position of some object relative to the parent object position.  See pic below.



 Moving, Rotating and Scaling Attached Objects
Each attached object has a set of basic (General) parameters. The following three of them are of 
most importance:

    Position,

    Rotation,

    Scale. 

These parameters can be set up from the keyboard and using the desktop window instruments 
(gizmo). Desktop window instruments are available from the toolbar of the object editor 
window. 



Select an object before moving, rotating or scaling it. You can do it by clicking on the object in 
the workspace or by selecting it in the attached objects list. 

Here you can see the picture of the editor workspace in the move object mode: 

In the rotation mode: 



And in the scaling mode: 



 Attaching Objects to BoneSlots

While creating an object type it is often necessary to attach an object to a bone of a three-
dimensional skeleton. E.g. attach a gun model to character’s hand bone. You can do it using the 
BoneSlots parameter. BoneSlot is a point in the space connected to one of skeleton bones.

For this, you have to do the following two things in Object Editor:

·create a BoneSlot,

·attach an object to the BoneSlot. 

Thus, to create a new BoneSlot you need to select the mesh to use its skeleton and press the [...]
button in the BoneSlots parameter.

Select boneslot where the pic shows below.



After that the Bone slot Collection Editor window will appear. The Add and Remove buttons are 
used for adding and removing the bone slot respectively.



Each BoneSlot has 4 parameters: 

·BoneName: The name of a mesh bone which is used in this slot. It is selected from the 
bones list of the attached mesh.

·Name: Slot name.

·Position: BoneSlot position relative to the bone.

·Rotation: BoneSlot rotation relative to the bone. 

Once the BoneSlot is created the second step of attaching the object to the bone begins.
You can proceed to specifying a BoneSlot for this attached object. 

Select the attached object and specify the BoneSlot parameter to do that. 



Please note even though this says influenceSlot1 the boneslot will be named what you name it
from the Name Category in the Collection Editor window. 

 Creating a New Object Type:
In order to create a new object type, right-click the folder you want to create a new type



in from the resource browser on the left. Press the New button in the context menu. 

Now, specify the type of the resource to be created: Enity Type.
Finally, specify the Name and Class of the new object type in the open window. 



An object type file was created, and you can start editing it now.

Please note their will be 100s if not 1000s of entity classes that you will be 
able to edit here. Depending on your project needs. Too many in fact to go 
through them all. You the user will be able to create anything you can 
dream up. The .type editor is the most important thing about the editor. 
And will be the biggest part of it. Without this and a few other things. The 
Dark Realm Editor will not work. The user will need to be able to create 
classes in code to use with the editor. Preferibly in BlitzMax. 

This will more then likely take the longest to create. But once it is 
implimented the sky will be the limit. Now on to the last part of this 
section.

 Editor Settings: DRED will need a Editor settings menu like the one below.
The Options button in the Tools menu will be where you can select Entity Type to configure the 



Object Editor. It could look like the pic below.

Editor parameters: 

General 

Background Color: The background color in RGBA mode (red, green, blue, transparency).

Note: - Background is only visible when Sky Box is not used.

Show Axes: Enable/Disable the displaying of axes.

Show Grid: Enable/Disable the displaying of the grid.

Sky Box: This parameter is used for changing skybox (sky) displayed at the editor background. 

After having finished with editor configuration press OK to save the changes or Cancel to cancel 
all changes. 



Chapter 5

Physics Model Editor

 Overview
The Physics Model Editor, used to create and edit physics models, is part of the Resource Editor. 
Physics models are a physical representation of the objects in the world. Physics model are 
made of physical bodies, joints and motors. 

 Test Mode:
The editor allows you to test your physic models directly in the editor window. The first thing 
you need to do is to enter edit mode for your .physics file, by double clicking it in the resource 
tree. Next, click the Test button in the bottom right corner of the screen (in the properties 
window). 



In test mode, you can enable contact points display. To do this, use the option Show Contacts. In
addition, in the editor, there is a Wireframe mode option, which allows you to display the 
physics models in wireframe. 



 Objects Creation:
There are three types of objects that can be used to build a physics model:

·Bodies,

·Joints,

·Motors. 

Bodies:
The body is a solid object which can be affected by forces. The body can consist of one or more 
primitives (Shapes) that are static relatively to each other within the same body. Every body has 
a mass and is characterized by it's position in space.

Body Creation:
There are two ways to create a body: - Enter edit mode, double-click on the file in the resource 
tree or right-click on it and select Edit in the context menu. In edit mode you have to press the 
right button in any place of the working window and choose from the pop-up menu Create 



Body. 

The other way is to press the [...] button in the properties window to open the collection editor. 

This will bring up the (Body Collection Editor), which will allow you to configure the body. 



Properties of the Bodies:

General:

CCD: Enable/disable continuous tracking of collisions (Continuous Collision Detection).

EnableGravity: Enable/disable the effects of gravity on the body.

Name: Use this parameter to specifiy a unique name for the physical body, which 
allows it to be uniquely identified among the other bodies.

Shapes: List of primitives of the body. Using the "..." button, you can configure the 
primitives. Working with primitives and their properties are explained below.

Sleepiness: Sensitivity threshold of a body below which it falls into "sleeping" state. 
In sleeping state, the body completely is not movable and doesn't required physics 
calculation time.

Static: Enable/disable the static state of the object. If this option is enabled, then the 
object can't be affected by any force. It cannot be moved.



Damping 

AngularDamping: Coefficient of attenuation of angular speed. The higher the value,
the faster the angular speed of a body will fade.

LinearDamping: The attenuation of the linear velocity. The higher the value, the 
faster the attenuation.

Note: physical model damping is not associated with friction, as the attenuation occurs
regardless of interactions with external bodies.

Mass 

CenterOfMassAuto: Enable/disable automatic calculation of the mass center. This 
parameter is only used in PhysX.

Mass: Total mass of the primitives that constitutes the body. See MassMethod 
parameter to configure the method of weight calculation..

MassMethod: Method of calculating the mass of the object. It is proposed to choose
between the calculation through the mass density (ByDensity) or manually (Manually). 
See the Density parameter of the primitives.

PhysX 

PhysX_SolverPositionIterations: The iterations number of physics engine 
operations to calculate changes of body position. It is used only in PhysX.

PhysX_SolverVelocityIterations: The iterations number of physics engine 
operations to calculate the velocity change of the body. It is used only in PhysX.

Transform 

CenterOfMassPosition: The center of mass position of the body.

CenterOfMassRotation: The center of mass rotation of the body.

IntertiaTensorFactor: Multiplier to calculate the inertia tensor of the body. It is 
used only in PhysX.

Position: The coordinates of the body in this physical model.

Rotation: Rotation of the body in this physical model. 



Adding primitives to the Body 
A quick way to add a primitive (shape) to the body is to select the body, right-click in any
area of the working window and select the type of shape you want to add in the pop-up 
menu. 

Another way to add a primitive is to use the shape collection editor. To open it, click 
[...]in front of Shapes in the properties window. 



Once you click this the Shape Collection Editor will pop up.

Use the Add button to create a new primitive and select it's type. The following types of 
primitives are available:

·The Parallelepiped (BoxShape),

·Sphere (SphereShape),

·Capsule (CapsuleShape),

·Mesh (MeshShape). 

To create a primitive that match the 3D model well, you need to choose the MeshShape 
type of primitive and specify the 3d model file via the MeshName parameter in its 
properties. The more detailed the 3D model is, the more CPU time is required for 
physics calculations. In some cases, a good solution is to use low-detailed version of the 
mesh as a physical model. 

Primitives Parameters:



General parameters for all the primitives types.

General 
Contact: Enable/disable contacts with other primitives. If the option is disabled, the primitive 
will penetrate other objects.

Name: The name of the primitive.

ShapeType: A primitive type (not editable). Can have one of the following values: Box, 
Sphere, Capsule or Mesh.

Material 

Density: The Density of the shape how much mass it has.

DynamicFriction: The friction coefficient when colliding bodies are moving relatively one to 
each others. The range of values is from 0 to 1. The higher the value, the higher the friction 
force.

Hardness: Hardness, Determines the energy absorption of the material in the collision. Values
range from 0 to 1. The higher the value, the higher the hardness of the object (the less energy 
absorption).

MaterialName: The name of the material. This Option allows you to select one of the 
predefined materials. Available materials: Metal, Wood, Rubber, Ice, Snow, Grass, Dirt, Tamac 
and the default material. Material settings are in the 
file"Data\Definitions\PhysicsSystem.config". You can add new materials by editing the file.It is 
just a quick way to change the parameters.

Restitution: The coefficient of elasticity of the primitive. Valid values range from "'0"' to "'1"'.
The higher the value, the more elastic is the object.

StaticFriction: The coefficient of friction when colliding bodies are static relative to each 
other. Values range from 0 to 1. The higher the value, the higher the friction force.

Special 

SpecialLiquidDensity: Density in the water. The parameter is used when the object is 
interacting with water surface.

VehicleDrivableSurface: Enable/disable the ability to drive a car on this primitive

Transform 



Position: Position of the primitive relative to the center of the physical body.

Rotation: Rotation of the primitive relative to the center of the physical body. 

Parameters of the Box shape:

Box: 

Dimensions: Specifies the size of the box. 

Parameters of the Sphere shape:



Sphere: 

Radius: Radius of the sphere. 

Parameters of the Capsule shape:



Capsule 

Length: Length of the capsule.

Radius: The rounding radius of the capsule.

Parameters of the Mesh shape:



Special mesh parameters are divided into two categories: the mesh parameters (Mesh) 
and the convex hull splitting settings (ConvexHullDecomposition). The breaking of the 
mesh into convex hull simplifies the calculation of the physical model.

ConvexHullDecomposition 

ConvexHullDecompositionMaxTriangles: The maximum total number of triangles in 
the convex hull. Specifies the number of triangles, which will be used to create the convex hulls 
representation of the mesh. Parameter is only used with the mesh as ConvexHullDecomposition.

ConvexHullDeoompositionMaxVerticesPerConvexHull: The maximum number of 
vertices in each convex hull. Specifies the number of vertices, which will be used to create the 
convex hull of the mesh. Parameter is only used with the mesh as ConvexHullDecomposition.

Mesh 

MeshName: The 3D model file.

MeshScale: Scale of the mesh.

MeshType: Type of the mesh. You can choose between TriangleMesh (mesh), ConvexHull 
(convex hull) and ConvexHullDecomposition (convex hull decomposition).TriangleMesh type can
only be used for static objects. For dynamic objects, you need to use ConvexHull or 



ConvexHullDecomposition. In the latter case, the mesh will be automatically divided into a set of
convex hulls. 

Joints:
Joints are used to connect two bodies. 

 Creating a Joint:

To create a joint you need to choose two bodies, that are to be connected. Then press the right 
mouse button in the workspace window and choose the type of articulation in the context 
menu. You can use the Shift button to select two or more bodies. 



Types of Joints:

Hinge Joint: The bodies are connected with one degree of freedom of rotation. The distance 
between each of the two bodies and the center of the joint is fixed. 

Universal Joint: The bodies are connected with two degree of freedom of rotation. The 
distance between each of the two bodies and the center of the joint is fixed.



Ball Joint: The bodies are connected with three degree of freedom of rotation. The distance 
between each of the two bodies and the center of the joint is fixed.

Slider Joint: The bodies can move relative to each other along one axis, without rotation. 

Hinge2 Joint: This type of joint is supported only in ODE physics engine and requires that 
both bodies are not static.
It also works as a universal joint, with the difference in the orientation of the same axis. Two 
degree of freedom of rotation. 



Fixed Joint: Does not allow the bodies to rotate or move relative to each other. 

Joint Parameters
All the joints types share the same set of parameters except the axes to configure the joint. 



Break 

BreakMaxForce: The force needed to break the joint. Defines the maximum force the joint 
can handle before breaking. A value of 0 means the joint is indestructible.

BreakMaxTorque: Torque moment of the break. Defines the maximum torque moment the 
joint can handle before breaking. A value of 0 means the joint is indestructible.

General 

Anchor: The position of a joint in the space that is specified by three coordinates.

Axis1: The first axis.

Axis2: The second axis.



Body1: The first body involved in the joint. The parameter can't be edited.

Body2: The second body involved in the joint. The parameter can't be edited.

ContactsEnabled: Enable/disable contacts between the bodies connected by this joint.

Name: Unique name for this joint. 

Parameters of the axis:

Direction: The direction of the axis. Specifies the direction vector for the axis. Values range 
from 0 to 1 for X, Y or Z. if you enter an invalid parameter (for example: 1 0 1), the editor will 
inform you about it at the start of the simulation.

LimitHigh: Upper limit of the rotation axis. Limits the maximum rotation angle on this axis.

LimitLow: Lower limit of the rotation axis. Limits the minimum rotation angle on this axis.

Note: the Upper limit must exceed the lower. Note: these values will only work if the flag 
LimitsEnabled is set to True.

LimitsDamping: Damping coefficient of elasticity of the axis limits. Only in the case when the
coefficient of elasticity (LimitsSpring) is more than 0.

LimitsEnabled: Enable/disable limits for the axis. If set to True, then the upper and lower 
limits for the axis will be considered. If set to False, then LimitHigh and LimitLow parameters are 
ignored.

LimitsRestitution: Determines the rates of impact of the upper or lower limit of bending 
axis. If the value is 1, then the body bounces back from the limit, keeping its speed. If the value 
is 0, the body stops tightly.

LimitsSpring: Specifies the coefficient of elasticity. If the value is greater than 0, the 
boundaries become softer. I.e. the spring returns the body to the limit. 

Motors
A Motor is an object that creates a force on a body. There are three types of motors

·Attractor Motor: The motor generates power of attraction between two bodies, 



forcing them to move towards each other.

·Geared Motor: This type of motor is created for a joint and produces power of torque 
movement.

·Servo Motor: This type of motor is created for a joint. The engine applies a force of 
corresponding direction to the body, trying to keep the required rotation angle for the 
selected joint axis.

 Creating the Motor:
To create an attractor motor, you need to choose two bodies and right click in any area of the 
working window. Then select Create Attractor Motor from the context menu. 

To create a geared or servo motor, you need to choose the joint and right click in any area of the
working window. Then choose the motor type you want in the context menu. 



Attractor Motor Properties:
Each motor has its own set of parameters.

General 

ApplyForceToBody1: Enable/disable applying the force to the first body.

ApplyForceToBody2: Enable/disable applying the force to the second body.

Body1: The name of the first involved body. The option can't be edited.

Body2: The name of the second involved body. The option can't be edited.

Enabled: Enable/disable the motor.

Exponent: The attenuation coefficient. The lower the value, the higher the force will be at a 
given distance.

Name: Unique name for this motor.

Strength: The force of the motor. The higher the value, the greater the force of interaction 
between the bodies will be. 

Geared Motor



General 

ApplyForceToBody1: Enable/disable applying the force to the first body.

ApplyForceToBody2: Enable/disable applying the force to the second body.

Enabled: Enable/disable the motor.

Joint: The name of the joint, attached to the motor. The option can't be edited.

JointAxis: The name of the axis, which operates the motor. The option can't be edited.

MaxTorque: Maximum torque value that the motor can pass to the joint.

MaxVelocity: The maximum speed that the engine can pass to the joint.

Name: Unique name of the motor.

Throttle: Direction and the starting value of the force. Values range from -1 to 1. 1 means 
clockwise rotation, -1 — counterclockwise rotation, 0 — absence of active force. 

Servo Motor:



General 

ApplyForceToBody1: Enable/disable applying the force to the first body.

ApplyForceToBody2: Enable/disable applying the force to the second body.

Enabled: Enable/disable the motor.

Joint: The name of the joints, attached to the motor. The option can't be edited.

JointAxis: The name of the axis, which operates the motor. The option can't be edited.

Name: Unique name of the motor.

Servo 

DesiredAngle: The angle at which the motor tries to turn the body. When the desired angle 
is reached, required force will be applied to keep the body in this position.

MaxTorque: Maximum value of the torque that the motor can pass to the joint.

MaxVelocity: The maximum speed that the engine can pass to the joint.

ThresholdAcceleration: Acceleration limit, which requires speed reduction. 

Creating and editing .physics file



PLEASE NOTE: This is more of a tutorial of how the physics editor works. You can skip this part 
or read it. This was part of the editor documents. I am placeing it here to show how to create a
.physics file.

In this example, we will create a new .physics file with a hammer hitting a ball.

To create the new .physics file, press the right mouse button on the folder in which we want to 
place the physic model. In the context menu, select New, then select Physics Model. 

In the new physics model window, type the name of the physics model and click Next. 



In the resources window, go into edit mode by double-clicking on the created file.  Or press the 
edit button from the top menu after you select the file.

The created model contains a body with a box type primitive. You can leave it or delete it. We 
will start with an empty model in this tutorial. First, we need to create a flat surface with a box 
type primitve

It is convenient to edit the size of the primitive using the scale transformation tool. 

Change the value of the parameter Static to True, to make the body static (ie: so it will not fall). 



Now let's create a new body with a sphere primitive and place it directly above the plane. 

Configure the sphere's settings as shown on the following screenshot: 



Next, place a static body on existing objects. Let this be a Box with the Static option selected. 



Next, create another body with two Box primitives, and make them the shape of a simple 
hammer. Change the density of each of the primitives in the hammer body for a value of 1000. 

Choose the two recently created bodies and connect them using a Hinge Joint — joint with one 
degree of freedom. In addition, we need to rotate and move the hammer, so it can hit the ball 
when it will fall. You can select the two bodies by clicking on them with the left mouse button 
while pressing Shift. 



You can now run test mode, to see how the hammer will fall, and gathering speed, strike the 
ball. 

You can see more examples of physics models in the "Data\_ResourceEditorSamples\Physics" 



folder. 
This is the end of the tutorial.

Editor Configuration:
To configure the physics editor, you need to click the Options button on the toolbar or select 
Options' in the Tools tab of the main menu. Then select the Physics Model tab in the settings 
window that appears. 

General 

Background Color: Background color of the working window. The background color is 
visible if a Sky Box is not used.

Grid Height: The height of the grid in the space (Y-coordinate of the grid).

Show Axes: Enable/disable the display of the coordinate axes. Useful for positioning objects 
in space.

Show Grid: Enable/disable displaying the grid. The grid is useful to scale. In the case of the 



physics editor, the grid is also acting as the floor that prevent objects from falling.

Sky Box: Skybox (sky), displayed on the background of the editor. 

Chapter 6

Particle System Editor:
It's often necessary to create special effects such as smoke, rain, leaves falling, snow, fire, 
explosions or water streams. In order to create such effects particle systems are used. This 
editor allows you to create the particle effects for your game. 

In order to work with particle systems you have to know the meaning of the following terms:

·Particle refers to a single particle of the system.

·Emitter refers to the particle source.

·Affector is used for current particle management, allowing you to change parameters such 



as color, rotation, scaling etc.

·Billboard is a plane object, which is always facing the camera. 

Pre-made effects are stored in the Data\Effects folder. There you can find the examples of fire, 
smoke and explosion effects. 

Particle System Parameters:

General:

Affectors: Affector list.

MaterialName: Material name. The name of the Highmaterial file used.

Emitters: Emitter list.

Renderer: The renderer settings (display of the particles). Detailed description.

Size: Initial particle size.

Quota: 

AutomaticQuota: This parameter enables/disables the automatic detection of optimal 
particle number (the Quota property).

Quota: The maxium amount of active particles for the system.

Special: 

CullIndividually: This parameter enables/disables the visibility mode for each particle.

LocalSpace: This parameter enables/disables the LocalSpace mode. If set to true, the 
particles remain relative to the node the particle system is attached to.

Sorted: This parameter enables/disables particles sorting by distance to the camera. 

The Render Adjustment:

AccurateFacing: This parameter enables/disables the use of an 'accurate' facing model 



based on the vector from each billboard to the camera, rather than an optimized version using 
just camera direction.

BillboardOrigin: The point which acts as the origin point for all billboards in this set.

BillboardRotation: Billboard rotation type.

BillboardType: The type of the particle billboard.

CommonDirection: The vector, along which the billboard is directed.

CommonUpVector: A vector, specifiying the “upwards” direction for the particle billboard.

PointRendering: This parameter enables/disables the Point cloud. 

Emitters:
Emitters are particle generators and particle spawn points. There are several types of emitters, 
each having a different shape. Emitter types:

·PointEmitter.

·BoxEmitter.

·CylinderEmitter.

·RingEmitter.

·EllipsoidEmitter.

·HollowEllipsoidEmitter. 

Properties that are common to all emitter types:

Angle: Specifies the maxium particle scatter angle (degrees) from the emitter direction. If you 
set this parameter to 180, particles will be emitted in all directions. If you set it to 0, particles 
will only be emitted in the direction, specified in the Direction parameter.

Color: Initial particle color.

Direction: Initial particle direction.

Duration: This parameter specifies the emitter particle creation time as an interval in 



seconds. With this value set to "0 0" the emitter will create particles permanently.

EmissionRate: This parameter specifies the number of particles emitted per second. By 
default, this parameter is set to 10 particles per second.

ParticleVelocity: Specifies minimal and maxium particle size. Particles will have a random 
initial speed in the specified interval.

Position: Emitter position relative to the center.

RepeatDelay: Specifies wait time till next emission, if the system has completed its work and 
is out of particles. Sets the minimal and maximal time for the system to restart. The time period 
will be selected randomly within the given interval.

TimeToLive: Lifetime of each particle. Particles will live for a random time period from the 
given interval. 

Some emitters also have several additional properties to specify their size and form:

InnerSize: Specifies the size of the inner part of the emitter in meter. It must be set using 3 
coordinates.

Size: Specifies emitter size in meters. It must be set using 3 coordinates. 

Affectors:
Affectors are used for the current particle system management, allowing you to change 
parameters such as color, rotation, scaling etc.

Effector Names:

·LinearForce,

·ColourFader,

·ColourFader2,

·ColourInterpolator,

·Scaler,

·Rotator,

·DirectionRandomiser ((random direction affector),



·DeflectorPlane (particle deflector), 

LinearForce affector
This affector specifies additional forces that affect particle movement and direction. You can use
it to simulate gravity, wind or any other linear force. 

ForceApplication: Specifies the way, the force vector is applied to the particle. If this value 
is set to Add, the force vector will be added to the the particle movement impulse. This may 
result in infinite acceleration, though. If this parameter is set to Average, particle average speed 
will be calculated using the force vector and current particle impulse. This does not stabilize 
particle speed, as particle speed in this case is non-linear.

ForceVector: Force vector applied to the particle system. It must be set using 3 coordinates.

ColourFader Affector:

This affector changes particle color over time.

Adjust: The adjustment made to each of the color components (RGBA) per second. These 
values will be added to the color of all particles every second, interpolated over each frame for 
smooth adjustment.

ColourFader2 Affector
This affector changes particle color over time. Unlike with the ColourFader, with this one you 
can adjust two colors at a time.

Adjust1: The adjustment made to each of the color components (RGBA) on the particle's 
LifeTime per second. These values will be added to the color of all particles proportionally, 
interpolated over each frame for smooth adjustment. It's used until the LifeTime exceed the 
value of StateChange parameter.

Adjust2: The adjustment made to each of the color components (RGBA)per second. These 
values will be added to the color of all particles proportionally, interpolated over each frame for 
smooth adjustment. It's used when the LifeTime exceeded the value of StateChange parameter.

StateChange: A time from the beginning of the particle's LifeTime after the color adjusting 
parameter Adjust2 is enabled. Until that, the Adjust1 parameter is used.

ColourInterpolatоr Affector:
Just like the ColourFader and the ColourFader2 affectors, this affector changes particle color. 



However, this one does it in six steps. Each step is activated at a certain time and has certain 
colors. Thus, this affector changes particle color at certain time intervals.

This affector has 12 parameters, which are represented in 6 pairs consisting of 2 of the following
properties:

ItemColour: Particle color.

ItemTime: Specifies the time for a certain stage to begin.

Scaler Affector:

This affector changes particle size over time. It can both increase or decrease particle size.

Adjust: Particle size change per second coefficient.

Rotator Affector

This affector manages particle rotation over time. The rotation effect is using texture rotation.

Rotation: This parameter specifies the maximal and the minimal angle for particle rotation. 
Thus, particle rotation will be implemented in the given interval.

RotationSpeed: This parameter specifies the maximal and the minimal speed of particle 
rotation. Thus, particle rotation speed will stay in the given interval.

DirectionRandomiser Affector:
This affector enables particle random movement.

KeepVelocity: Enables/disables particle speed change. If this is set to True, particle speed 
will not change

Randomness: Makes particles randomly deflect in any of the three directions.

Scope: Particles will randomly deflect within the given scope.

DeflectorPlane Affector:
This affector creates a deflector plane, which deflects all particles coming in contact with it.

Bounce: Specifies particle deflection force. If this parameter is set to 0.5, particle deflection 
force will be equal to 50% of the initial impulse.



PlaneNormal: Normal to the deflection plane.

PlanePoint: A point on the deflection plane.

Tutorial: Creation of a Particle System:
In this tutorial you will learn how to create a particle system. As an example, you will create a 
blue fire effect step by step. You will see the system's general options adjustment, the creation 
of an emitter as well as how to use affectors (objects which influences the particles with time). 

Creation of a New Particle System File:

First of all, you should create a folder for your new effect. To do this, right-click the Effects' 
folder and choose the New option in the dialog box. Then choose Folder. 

After specifying the folder name (e.g. BlueFireParticle), right-click on it and again choose New 
option in the context menu. The next step is Particle System. 



In new dialog box set the name of the particle effect you want to create, e.g. BlueFireParticle. 
Then press the Next button.

A new particle system file has just been created. Now you can now proceed to particle system 
adjustment. 



Particle System Adjustment:

Each particle of a system is textured using a material. In order to create your effect you will need
a material with a fire texture. Materials are usually created in Material Editor.

In this tutorial you will be using a ready material stored in the Data\Effects\FireParticle folder. 
Now, copy the files FireParticle.highMaterial and fire.png into the folder you have created 
before and rename them. In order to do it, right-click on it and select the step Copy.

Then right-click on BlueFireParticle folder and choose Paste in the context menu. 



Now, you will take care of the particle system adjustment. To enter the edit mode, double-
leftclick on the file BlueFireParticle.particle.

First, specify a material for your particle system. To do this, select the MaterialName field and 
press the [...] button.



Now, choose the FireParticle.highMaterial file in the dialog box in your new effect's folder 
(Data\Effects\BlueFireParticle).



The material has been set. The next step is to create the particle Emitter and add the necessary 
Affectors.

Emitter Adjustment

Now you will create and setup a particle Emitter (the entity handling particles creation). The 
engine supports several emitter types. These types can be of various forms (point, 
parallelepiped, cylinder etc.) In this tutorial you will be using a point emitter.

In order to adjust the emitter, you have to select the Emitters parameter of the particle system 
and press the [...] button.



Now, press the Add button to add a PointEmitter.

Specify the following emitter parameters:



·Set the Angle parameter to 30 (particle scatter angle),

·for the Color parameter set all sliders to 0 (instead of the initial value equal to 255),

·Set the Direction parameter to "0 0 1" (the initial direction of the particle flow)

·Set the ParticleVelocity parameter to "1 2" (initial speed as an interval),

·Set the TimeToLive parameter to "1 1" (particle lifetime as an interval),

·The other settings should be left to default. 

And then press the OK button. 

The emitter creation is now complete.

Affector Adjustment:

Now, you have to create and setup the affectors, in other words, particle interaction and 
morphing over time.

In order to animate your particles, you have to create three affectors:

·ColourInterpolatorAffector, changing the color over time,

·ScaleAffector, changing particle size,



·RotationAffector for particle rotation. 

First of all, select the Affectors parameter and press the [...] button. 

Then, create the affector that will take care of changing the system color over time. Fire has 
several specific features that have to be taken into account: It is bright and semitransparent at 
the bottom, then they go through the dense light zone. And, finally, particle color turns invisible 
and they disappear. In order to get such an effect, it is convenient to use the 
ColourInterpolatorAffector. With this affector you can specify several areas with different color 
and lifetime.

Press the Add button in the affector adjustment window in order to add a new 
ColourInterpolatorAffector. 



Set the following value of its parameters:

·set the Item0Color parameter to "15 111 205 0".

·set the Item0Time parameter to 0.

·set the Item1Color parameter to "15 111 205 255".

·set the Item1Time parameter to 0.2.

·set the Item2Color parameter to "0 0 255 0".

·Item2Time выставим в 1,

the other settings should be kept to default. 



You have adjusted particle color change over time. Now, proceed to particle size change. To do 
this add a ScaleAffector using the Add button. 



Set the value of the Adjust parameter to 0.5. 



The last affector you have to create is the one for particle rotation. The affector handling 
particle rotation over time is called RotationAffector. Add it using the Add button.



Set this affectors parameters values as follows:

·set the Rotation parameter to 0 359 degrees.

·set the RotationSpeed parameter to "-30 30". 

Now that all the necessary affectors have been created, You can press the OK button. 



You have successfully completed the affectors setup for your particle system!

Completing Particle Adjustment:

Now, you only have to specify the particle size. Set the value of the Size parameter of the 
particle system to "2 3". 



Do not forget to save your new particle system. In order to save it, choose the Save button in 
the File menu . You have completed the particle system creation tutorial!

Editor Adjustment:
In order to adjust Particle System Editor press the Options button in the main panel or choose 
the same in the Tools menu. In the dialog box choose the Particle System option. 



General:

Background Color: Choose the background color for the editor.

Show Axes: Enable/disable the visual display of axes coordinates.

Show Grid: Enable/disable the visual display of the grid.

Sky Box: Specifies a skybox to be displayed at the background while editing objects. 

Chapter 7

GUI Editor:
The User Interface Editor is designed to let you create and customize interface elements, such as
text boxes, buttons, scrollbars, menus, etc. 
This editor is for creating GUI elements for your game. 



Classes:

NeoAxis has a set of base gui classes for elements of user interfaces: 

· Control

· Button

· CheckBox

· ComboBox

· EditBox

· ListBox

· ProfilingToolWindow — Window Profiling Tool

· SceneBox

· ScrollBar

· TabControl

· TextBox

VideoBox 



You will find the description of each class below.

Control:
Each class is based on the Control class and inherits its properties.

The settings of this class are divided in three groups: Background (Background), General 
(General) and Layout (Layout). 

Background:

BackColor: BackColor. Additional color that is multiplied with texture color. If this parameter 
is set to "0 0 0 0", texture color is not changed. If you want to change texture color, remember 
to change the last value (alpha) to > 0.

BackTexture: BackTexture.

BackTextureCoord: BackTextureCoord. Defines texture offset. Values are in the range of 0 
to 1. Values are set in texture proportion.

BackTextureFiltering: Turns on or off back texture filtering. You can choose between Point 
(Point) and Linear (Linear) filtering.

BackTextureTile: Turns on or off back texture tiling.

General:

ColorMultiplier: The control's color. Here you can change the control's color, including any 
text color if needed. Use color multiplier for mixing.

CopyTextFromParent: Turns on or off copy text from parent. If this parameter is set to 
True you will have the same text on all textboxes that belong to this control. If this parameter is 
set to False, you can use a different text.

Enable: Enable/Disable. If this parameter is set to False, this control will be in disabled 
state and will not take any input.

MouseCover: Turns on or off mouse cover. If this parameter is turned on mouse input don't 
reach the objects that are below the active window.

Name: Here you can assign a unique name for your control.



Text: Text, which appears on the control (if it has a textbox).

TopMost: Turns on or off to most for the control. If this parameter is set to True, this control 
will always stay on top.

Visible: Visiblity. If this parameter is set to False, the control will be invisible.

Layout:

Anchor: Anchor, allows to bind this component to adjacent components. You can select one 
or several positions for the anchor. You can as well leave the control without anchor.

HorizontalAlign: Sets the horizontal alignment. You can align to (Left), (Center) or (Right).

LockEditorResizing: Lock / unlock editor resizing. If this parameter is set to True, resizing 
will be locked and you will not be able to change the size of this component.

Position: Position, allows to set the position of the component. Reference points can be set 
proportionally (from 0 to 1) to the (Parent) element or the (Screen), proportionally to screen 
resolution (ScreenByResolution). Reference points can also be set in absolute terms by choosing 
Pixel. Position setting is described more in depth in this article.

Size: Size, allows to resize the component. Reference points can be set proportionally (from 0 
to 1) to the (Parent) element or the (Screen), proportionally to screen resolution 
(ScreenByResolution). Reference points can also be set in absolute terms by choosing Pixel. 
Position setting is described more in depth in this article.

VerticalAlign: Sets the vertical alignment. You can align to (Top), (Center) or (Bottom). 

Button:
The button control can have five different states:

·Default Control

·Over Control

·Push Control

·Active Control

·Disable Control 

You can assign a control to each of these states (such as a TextBox so the button has text 



displayed). Usually, a TextBox is assigned to a control, which indicates the background and text 
of the button.

Here are the specific properties of the Button. 

Button:

Active: Turns on or off Active state of the button. If this parameter is set to True, the button 
will be in Active state permanently.

ClickMask: Mask the clickable area of the button (hit area). Here you can load a black and 
white mask that defines the clickable area of the button. This is used for nonsquare buttons.

ClickMaskTextureCoord: Texture coordinates of the mask clickable area.

SoundClick: Allows you to assign a sound that is played when the button is clicked.

SoundMouseOut: Allows you to assign a sound that is played when the mouse cursor 
leaves the button area (leaves the hit area).

SoundMouseOver: Allows you to assign a sound that is played when the mouse cursor 
enters the button area (enters the hit area). 

CheckBox:
CheckBox works almost like a button but allows you to assign two different looks for each state 
(CheckBox checked and unchecked) and switch back and forth by mouse click. Each state 
represents a button with its own button-specific properties.

Below you will find the CheckBox specific properties.

CheckBox: 

Checked: Check or uncheck the CheckBox. If this parameter is set to True, the CheckBox will 
be checked by default. 

ComboBox:
The comboBox is a button that can be expanded to a list, from which you can select a value.

Here are the ComboBox specific properties. 



ComboBox: 

TextIfNoSelection: Text, which is displayed, if the value is not selected in the ComboBox. 

EditBox:
EditBox allows you to input a text during run-time. For example, in the application, the user can 
enter his name in the edit box.

Here are the EditBox specific properties.

EditBox: 

MaxCharacterCount: Defines the maximum number of characters that the EditBox can 
accept. 

ListBox:
A ListBox holds a number of values, and one of them can be selected. Contrary to ComboBox, in 
a ListBox, the values are visible all the time.

Here are the specific properties of a ListBox. 

ListBox:

AlwaysShowScrollBar: Turns on or off "always show" for the scrollbar. If this parameter is 
set to True, the scrollbar will always be shown. If this parameter is set to False, the scrollbar will 
be shown only when all the elements doesn't fit into the ListBox.

ClipRectangleBorders: Clip rectangle borders. Allows you to clip text at the borders of the 
list box. Reference points can be set proportionally (from 0 to 1) to (Parent) element or (Screen),
proportionally to the resolution (ScreenByResolution). Clip can also be set in absolute terms, for 
this choose Pixel.

HideSelectionWhenDisabled: Hide or unhide selection, when the element is disabled. If 
this parameter is set to True, the selection is disabled when the element is disabled.

SelectedIndex: Selected index. Defines which value is selected by default. First value is 
numbered 0. 



ProfilingToolWindow:
The Profiling Tool Window is a special class for creating a Window Profiling Tool. You can find an
example of use of this class in Game.exe, in the Profiling Tool menu.

ProfilingToolWindow doesn't have any specific properties to set.

SceneBox:

SceneBox is an interface element which displays a three-dimensional scene.
A SceneBox can consist of the following objects:

·meshes

·Light.type

·Particle System

·additional objects

Specific properties of the SceneBox are divided into the following categories: Camera, Objects, 
RenderTarget and RenderingOptions. 

Camera:

CameraFixedUp: Vector, which indicates FixedUp direction of the camera.

CameraFov: Camera field of view in degrees.

CameraLookAt: Point, at which the camera looks.

CameraNearFarClipDistance: A pair of values which determines the distance to the 
nearest and furthest clip area. Objects, situated close to the nearest or behind the furthest clip 
area, are not drawn.

CameraPosition: Camera position in space.



Objects:

Objects: SceneBox objects. You can find detailed discription of SceneBox objects porperties 
below.

ShowMainSceneObjects: Turns on or off display of main scene objects.

RenderTarget:

AllowFXAACompositor: Turns on or off the FXAA effect.

AllowHDRCompositor: Turns on or off the HDR effect.

AutoMipmaps: Turns on or off the use of mipmaps for textures.

AutoUpdate: Turns on or off auto scene update.

DetectResolutionOnScreen: Turns on or off auto resolution detection of texture, in order
to display it on screen with pixel by pixel accuracy.

Resolution: Texture scene resolution in pixel.

UseHDRTexture: Turns on or off the use of HDR texture.

RenderingOptions:

AmbientLight: Ambient light color.

MaterialScheme: Material scheme during scene rendering.

ShadowsEnabled: Turns on or off the shadows. 

Scene object properties:
Scene objects have two common groups of properties: General and Transform. This is still
part of the Scenebox.

General:



Name: Object name.

Visible: Enable/Disable the display of the object. If it's set to True, the object will be visible.

Transform:

Position: Object position on the map.

Rotation: Object rotation. Rotation angles are given in degrees.

Scale: Object scale. 

SceneBoxMesh:
Special properties of SceneBoxMesh. More properties of the SceneBox

Mesh:

CastDynamicShadows: Enable/Disable shadow casting for the 3D model.

MeshName: Mesh file name.

OverrideMaterial: Define material. If a material is selected, it's applied to the mesh. If the 
field is blank, the mesh's materials are used.

SceneBoxParticle:
Special properties of SceneBoxParticle (particle system). 

Particle:

ParticleName: Particle system file name.

SceneBoxLight:



Special properties of SceneBoxLight (light source). 

Misc:

AttenuationFar: Light source maximal distance. Can only be used for Spot and Point light 
sources.

AttenuationNear: The maximal distance at which the light will have it's maximum value. 
Then it will start to fade out. Can only be used for Spot and Point light sources.

AttenuationPower: Source fading force. Can only be used for Spot and Point light sources.

CastShadows: Enable/Disable source shadows casting.

CustomShaderParameter: A special parameter for creators which allows to pass a target 
value to the shader.

DiffuseColor: Light source diffuse color.

DiffusePower: Source brightness multiplier.

FFPAttenuationConstant Constant fading coefficient used during rendering on fixed 
pipeline mode (for very old video cards).

FFPAttenuationLinear: linear fading coefficient used during rendering on fixed pipeline 
mode (for very old video cards).

FFPAttenuationQuadric: squared fading coefficient used during rendering on fixed 
pipeline mode (for very old video cards).

LightType: Light source types. Three types of light source can be used: spotlight (Spot), point 
light (Point), directional light source (Directional).

SpecularColor: Light source specular color.

SpecularPower: Specular brightness multiplier.

SpotlightFalloff: Light fading coefficient from inner to outer cone. The higher the value is, 
the more gradual the fading will be. This parameter can only be used for Spot sources.

SpotlightInnerAngle: Inner cone angle. This parameter determines the degree of light 
concentration near the center. The difference will be noticiable only when SpotlightFalloff 
parameter is set higher than the minimal value. This parameter can only be used for Spot 



sources.

SpotlightOuterAngle: Outer cone angle. This parameter can only be used for Spot sources. 

SceneBoxHelper:
SceneBoxHelper type (auxiliary object) doesn't have any special properties. 
(Wow I did not realise the scenebox had so many properties.= NH)

ScrollBar:
Has a slider (button) which is used to set the control's current value. Value is a number from the 
defined value range. ScrollBar can be used to scroll text that doesn't fit its window or to adjust 
sound volume. Or any other adjustments you might use it for in your game.

Below you will Find the ScrollBar specific properties.

Scroll Bar:

Value: Starting value of the scrollbar. It depends on what values are defined in ValueRange 
field.

ValueRange: Defines the minimum and maximum value that the scrollbar can have.

Vertical: Turns on or off vertical and horizontal type of scrollbar. Set this parameter to True 
for vertical type and set to False for horizontal. 

TabControl:
TabControl allows control over multiple tabs. Usually buttons are used for switching between 
them. In one TabControl it is possible to use up to 20 pages. Each page, in its turn, can contain 
all types of controls.

You will find the specific properties of TabControl below 

Tab Control:



PageButtonsOffset: Sets the offset for buttons placed on this control. Reference points can
be set in proportion (from 0 to 1) in relation to (Parent) element or (Screen), in proportion to 
resolution (ScreenByResolution). As well page buttons offset can be set in absolute terms, for 
this choose Pixel.

PageButtonsPosition: Sets the buttons position on this control. Reference points can be 
set in proportion (from 0 to 1) in relation to (Parent) element or (Screen), in proportion to 
resolution (ScreenByResolution). As well page buttons position can be set in absolute terms, for 
this choose Pixel.

SelectedIndex: Sets which tab is selected by default. First value of selected index is 
numbered 0. 

TextBox:
Textbox can hold a single or multiline text with optional wrapping.

TextBox specific properties are divided into following categories: Text Box, Text Shadow, Word 
Wrap: 

Text Box:

AutoSize: Enable/Disable element size automatic determination. If set to True the textbox will
only be as big as the text inside it.

ClipRectangle: This property allows to cut off the element sides during rendering.

Font: Select a font that will be used in this textbox. You can only choose from precompiled 
fonts. Refer to Overview of Font Definition Editor for instructions.

SupportLocalization: Enable/Disable localization assistance. If set to True you will be able 
to replace the text in this textbox with a translation in another language.

TextColor: Text color.

TextHorizontalAlign: Text horizontal alignment. Here you can set the horizontal alignment 
of text in the textbox. Choose from Left, Center or Right.

TextOffset: Text offset. Can be set in different values: Parent(owner element proportional), 
ScreenByResolution (screen resolution proportional), Pixel (in pixels on the screen).



TextVerticalAlign: Text vertical alignment. Here you can set the vertical alignment of text in 
the textbox. Choose from Top (align top), Center (align center) or Bottom (align bottom).

Text Shadow:

Shadow: Enable/Disable text shadow. Set to True if you want your text to have shadow.

ShadowColor: Text shadow color.

ShadowOffset: Shadow offset. Can be set in different values: Parent(owner element 
proportional), ScreenByResolution (screen resolution proportional), Pixel (in pixels on the 
screen).

Word Wrap:

AlignByWidth: Enable/Disable the alignment of the text by width.

VerticalTextIndention: Vertical text indentions. Determines spacings between text lines.

WordWrap: Enable/Disable words wrap. 

VideoBox:
Allows video playback. The VideoBox specific properties are as follows. 

Video

Filename: Video file name.

Loop: Enable/Disable steady playing. If set to True the video will play over and over after it's 
finished.

Pause: If set to True the videoplayback will be paused.

Volume: Video's volume. How loud the video will be.

 SDK Pre-Made Controls:



There are many pre-made controls available in /Data/Gui/Controls/ folder. Here are the most 
important ones: 

DefaultButton.gui: Button can be pressed and can detect the following states: Default 
(sometimes called RollOut), Over (or RollOver), Push (or Press), Active, Disable. 

DefaultCheckBox.gui: CheckBox works a bit like a button, but can also have two 
appearances - checked and unchecked. It will switch from one to the other after it is pressed.

DefaultCheckedListBox.gui: Array of checkboxes that allow multiple selection.

DefaultComboBox.gui: ComboBox — is list that expands upon being clicked. Then a value 
from the list can be selected.

DefaultEditBox.gui: A place for entering text. Holds one line of text and will not wrap it. 

DefaultEditBox_WordWrap.gui: This control can hold a multiline text and wraps it 
automatically. 



DefaultHScrollBar.gui: A slider that allows you to scroll windows and define a value in a 
certain range. Scrolls from left to right.

DefaultListBox.gui: A list of selectable values, of which one can be selected at a time. 
Unlike the ComboBox, ListBox has all values visible.

DefaultVScrollBar.gui: A slider that allows you to scroll windows and define a value in a 
certain range.

DefaultWindow.gui: This Window has a title box and can hold other controls.



SamallCheckBox.gui: A little check box. Reduced analogue of DefaultCheckBox.gui.

 GUI-files:
.gui files are like containers for user interface and control elements storage. GUI-files can be 
built from other GUI-files. DefaultWindow (a standart window)is often used in the user interface
base. You can find a lot of GUI-files examples in the "Data\GUI" folder.

Creating the GUI-file

To create a new GUI-file, right-click on the folder in the Resources editor window, select New 
and then Graphic User Interface. 

You will need to select a name for the GUI-file in the pop up window as well as set a base class 
or Gui-file and press the Next button. User interface or control elements inherits the properties 



of the base class or the other GUI-file. You can save the time having a chance to select the 
finished pattern and to set its parameters. 

To edit the GUI-file, as usual, right-click on it and select Edit in the context menu. You can also 
simply double click on it.

In the Control Hierarchy (control elements hierarchy) window you can see the control element 
structure - all the elements and their hierarchy. Select the element to see or edit its properties 
in the Properties window. 



To add a control element, choose the element, in which the new one will be located, and right-
click on the window working area. In the context menu, select Create New Control (create a new
control element). You can do the same operation in the Control Hierarchy window. 

Then in New Control (a new control element) window, select the class or GUI-file which will be 
added and press the OK button. After finishing the GUI-file editing, you should save it using the 
Save button on the main panel. 



 Position and Size Properties:
All controls have a Layout properties section, in which you will find the Position and Size 
properties. Values can be used the following way for these properties: Parent (in proportion to 
parent element); Screen (in proportion to screen); ScreenByResolution (in proportion to screen 
resolution); Pixel (in pixel on screen). It is worth to take into account vertical and horizontal 
alignment of the element, because this influences the position.

Parent (proportionally to the parent element)

This type of reference takes as reference point it's parent, that is - the element that it belongs 
to. You can see what element is the parent of the current element in the Control Hierarchy 
window: 



In this example element A is the parent of element B, and element B — is the parent of element 
C.

If you set Parent reference point, it will be referenced proportionaly to the parent element. For 
example - if you want the object to be twice smaller in width than it's parent, the value must be 
set to 0.5.

If you set Parent reference point for a root object which doesn't have a Parent in the current 
structure, it will be referenced by the object on which it is placed. For example - if you create a 
Button with position type Parent and then use it in a UI Model and place it inside a window, the 
button's position will be referenced by that window.

Screen (proportionally to the screen)

Here, the reference point is the screen, represented by the green border which is only visible 
when you are in Edit mode.

In this case, values are set in proportion. Upper left corner is (0, 0), and lower right corner is — 
(1, 1). If you set your object's position to (Screen 0.5 0.5), its upper left corner will be positioned 
exactly in the center of the screen.

ScreenByResolution (proportionally to screen resolution)

In this type of position reference, size values are given in virtual pixels. Screen height is always 
768 virtual pixels. Screen width depends on window size, but proportionality coefficient is 
always 1:1.

This type is convenient, because proportions of elements remain the same to all proportions of 
screen resoluton, that is not possible with Screen type of reference, because when using it, the 
elements change the width depending on whether you use standard or wide-format monitor.



Pixel (in pixels on the screen)

With this type the element position and size should be set in pixels. 

 Settings:
To get the access to the interface editor settings, open the Options window from main panel or 
through the Tools -> Options menu. In the appeared window choose the GUI tab. 

The interface editor settings are divided in two groups: General and Test Mode. 

General:

Background Color: Background color of the working window.

Grid Color: Grid color.

Grid Step: The higher the value, the biggest is the distance between the grid lines. All the 
controls elements are connected with these grid lines.



Show Grid: Turns on or off the grid display. If this parameter is set to True, the grid is shown.

Test Mode:

Scaling In Test Mode: Turns on or off elements scaling in test mode. 

This is the end of the UI Editor doc. But I am adding a couple of Tuts here at the end so you can 
see how to work the editor better. You can skip this part or read it. Which ever you the reader 
prefers.

Tutorial — Menu creation:
In this section you can read a step-by-step tutorial about creating a GUI-file similar to 
MainMenuWindow.gui (the main menu window) that can be found in the Data/Gui folder. Our 
menu will contain a title, the text, an exit button, a run the game button, and an image.

Creating the GUI-file:

We will start this tutorial by creating a GUI-file for our menu. To do that, right-click on the GUI 
folder in the Resources window, choose New in the context menu, and then choose Graphic 
User Interface. 

In the open window, set the name for a new GUI-file, e.g. Menu. Then select a base GUI-file for 
the menu. It is suitable to use DefaultWindow.gui (a standard window) as a base element 
because a window with the title should be created. To finish the GUI-file creation, press the 



Next button. 

 

Window setting:
Now let's do the window setting. Open the file which has just been created to edit it. Right-click 
on it and select Edit in context menu. 



Now you will need to modify some of the window's parameter. To do this, press on it in working 
area or check the GUI\Menu.gui element checkbox in the Control Hierarchy window. 

Set the title (Menu) as the Text field in the Properties window. You should also set the window 
size around 480 per 400 virtual pixels.ScaleByResolution will be used for this element. You can 
read more about Position and Size properties and about the use of support elements above. 



 

Adding Elements:
Let's add an element to the window.

To add the element to the window, select it in the Control Hierarchy window and right-click on it
to call the context menu. You can do the same in the working area. Then choose the Create New
Control in the context menu.

We will first add a text box to the window. To do that, select the TextBox class in the New 
Control (new element) window. You can find it in the Classes group.



Now that the text box has been added and selected in the hierarchy element window, we will 
edit it. You should change the text box size to make it more suitable. (text box fill the full space 
by default). In the Size propertie group, choose the ScaleByResolution support element with the 
value (480 30). You can move the text box using your mouse. Change it's position so the Position
property will become equal to (ScaleByResolution 0 40). Finally, in the Text field, enter the text 
"Press "Start" to run the game". 



Next, we will add an image to the window. Again select the window by right-clicking on it and 
choose Create New Control in the context menu. Then select Control (control element) class in 
the New Control window. After the element is added, select the point BackTexture (background 
texture) in the properties and press the [...] button.



In the resource selection window you have just opened, choose the texture you will want to use.
For this tutorial, select the NeoAxis_256x256.png file, which is located in GUI\Textures.



Now you only need to change the image location. First, set the image size to (ScaleByResolution 
256 256). Then, justify the image to the center of the window. To do this, set the Center value in
HorizontalAlign and VerticalAlign properties. 



Now you should add two buttons to the window. Let's do the same operations you did to add 
the image. In the New Control window, select the file DefaultButton.gui (a standard button), 
which is located in the "Data\GUI\Controls" folder. Put the buttons at the bottom of the window
by moving them in the working area using your mouse. Set the value of Text in the properties: 
one button will be Start and the other Exit. 



When you are done with the window creation, save the GUI-file. To do that, press the button 
with the floppy disk icon on the main panel or choose Save in the File menu.

Testing:

You can test the user interface in the resource editor. To do this, press the 
Test button located in the Properties window.



Press the Stop button to end the Testing Mode and get back to Edit Mode.



Conclusion

In this tutorial, you have learned to create a window using a finished pattern, filled it with 
elements and worked with most used elements such as Text boxes and Buttons. You have also 
learned how to add images to the window. 

Night Hawk: What this tutorial does not tell you or teach you, is  that to get the interface 
working in game. You have to code it in C# with the source code. All new GUI elements has to be
coded in. Just letting the reader know this.

This second part is another tutorial on how to make a inset control element. You can also skip 
this tutorial as well. Or read it. which ever the reader prefers.

Tutorial — inset control element:
In this tutorial you will learn how to work with property pages control element - TabControl. The
example of use the insets control element is a property window Game.exe. The page or inset is a
hierarchy of any control elements.



Creating a window with tab control elements:
Let's begin by creating the GUI-file with tab control element. Right'click on GUI folder in 
Resource Editor and select New -> Graphic User Interface in context menu. 

Set the name of GUI-file in open window: SampleTabControlWindow. To put the inset control 
element to the window when it will be prepeared, select the base object type: 



DefaultWindow.gui. Then press the Next button. 

Now you need to open the created GUI-file to edit it. To do this, right-click on it and select Edit 
from the context menu.

Then you should put the tab control element to the standard window, which was selected as a 
base object. But this window should be prepeared. Select it at the Control Hierarchy window or 



in the working area and set some parameters. Firstly, let's change the title, entering "Sample 
Tab Control Window" (in the Text slot). Secondly, you should change the window size, entering 
ScaleByResolution 600 410 (in Size slot). 



Now let's add the tab control element to the window. Right-click on the window in working area
or on Control Hierarchy window. In open contex menu select the Create New Control point. In 
New Control window set the TabControl class at the Classes group and press the OK button. 
Select the insets control element and put it into inside part of the window. Now the insets 
control element is created, but it is nescessary to add some pages and buttons to it for editing it.

 

Creating a page:
Now create two tabs. The first will contain a send messages form, and the second an image. 
Both insets will be based on the simple control element (Control).

Let's add the first tab page. Select the inset control element, right-click on it and select Create 
New Control in the context menu. In New Control window, set the class of the element - Control
class from Classes group. Then in Parent Control Slot list select Page 0 (zero page) and press OK. 

Set the size in the page properties - (ScaleByResolution 356 356). Then put the inset at the first 
part of the window (you will use the space on the left for buttons to switch the pages). Also, 



enter the tab's title in the Text slot - Feedback. This title will be used for text boxes on the tab 
switch buttons in the future. 

Fill the tab with following elements:

·text box (TextBox class) with "Message:". Align the text left (TextHorizontalAlign property 
with Left value) and (ScaleByResolution 340 30) size,

·text box with text shifting (DefaultEditBox_WordWrap.gui file), with "Your text here..." text
(your text is here) and (ScaleByResolution 340 230) size,

·(DefaultButton.gui file) button, with Send text and (ScaleByResolution 340 30) size.. 

Every time you want to add a new element, you will need to select the element which is used as 
inset 0, call the context menu and press the Create New Control button. Let's put the elements 
like as shown in the image below. 



Again select the tab control element and add a new page. In the New Control window you, 
select the Control class again, and now set Page 1 in the Parent Control Slot list. The created 
inset will have the same size as the first inset - (ScaleByResolution 356 356), and it will be 
located at the same place. You should however set a different background texture for Page 1 so 
it doesn't look like the previous page. To do that, select the inset and press the [...] button in the
the BackTexture slot. 



In the resource choosing (Gah it should be Choose Resource = NH) window, select the 
NeoAxis_256x256.png file, which is located in "Data\GUI\Textures.



Again enter the text in the suitable slot. Give the name Logo to the tab.



To switch from one inset to another in editing mode, you should enter the number of the inset 
(beginning with 0) in SelectedIndex slot of insets control element. In the end, you will be able to 
switch between the tabs from code. You can also do it the following way: set the buttons to 
switch between insets in the resource editor.

Creating the buttons:
Standard buttons to switch the tab control elements can be set the following way:

·a pattern-element of a button should be set,

·the location of the buttons and space between them should be set,

·the text of the inset is used as the button title. 

Let's set the standard shift buttons. Use the standard button as a pattern. Select the insets 
control element and add a new element to it. In New Control window, select the 
DefaultButton.gui file, and choose the PageButton from the ParentSlotControl list. 



Now let's put the buttons on the left side of the window. To do that, choose the insets control 
element. Firstly select the position of the shift buttons (PageButtonsPosition property) - 
(ScaleByResolution 10 20). Then set the space between buttons (PageButtonsPosition 
property)equals to (ScaleByResolution 0 40). 



 

Finishing the creation of the tab control elements:
After creating the tabs, filling them with the necessary elements, and placing the shift buttons in
the correct places, you should save the GUI-file. To do that, press the button with the image of a
floppy disk in the main panel or use the menu File -> Save.

Testing:

You can see how the tab control element works in the editor. To do that, press the Test button 
located at the bottom of the properties window. 



Switching the tabs using standard buttons can also work in testing mode. To go to the second 
inset (Page 1)by pressing the Logo button.

To get back to the edit mode press the Stop button at the bottom of the properties window. 



Conclusion:
In this tutorial you have learned how to create a window with tab control elements, how to add 
insets to it and set the standard buttons to switch between the pages. 

Chapter 8

Model Import Editor:
The Model Import Editor is a component of the Resource Editor that enables import of various 
mesh formats into NeoAxis Engine. Note that special exporting software have been created for 
3dsMax and Maya to import meshes from them. It uses the Assimp Open Import Library which 
can be found here. http://assimp.sourceforge.net/ I really want to use this library for our 
Engine.

"Open Asset Import Library (short name: Assimp) is a portable Open Source library to import 
various well-known 3D model formats 

http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_features_formats.html 

in a uniform manner. The most recent version also knows how to export 3d files and is therefore
suitable as a general-purpose 3D model converter. See the feature list. 
http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_features.html "

"open3mod is a Windows-based model viewer.

http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_viewer.html

 It loads all file formats that Assimp supports and is perfectly suited to quickly inspect 3d assets."

"Assimp aims to provide a full asset conversion pipeline for use in game engines / realtime 
rendering systems of any kind, but it is not limited to this purpose. In the past, it has been used 
in a wide range of applications."

"Written in C++, it is available under a liberal BSD license. There is a C API as well as bindings to 
various other languages, including C#/.net, Python and D. Assimp loads all input model formats 
into one straightforward data structure for further processing. This feature set is augmented by 
various post processing tools, including frequently-needed operations such as computing normal
and tangent vectors."

http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_viewer.html
http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_features.html
http://assimp.sourceforge.net/main_features_formats.html
http://assimp.sourceforge.net/


(Just wanted to give some background on Assimp and share links. That was from the website. 
Everything between the " ". Anyway back to the editor information. = Night Hawk)

The Model Import Editor supports a large number of popular formats, 
including:

·FBX (recommended format),

·Collada (recommended format),

·Blender,

·3ds,

·X,

·OBJ. 

For the full list of supported formats, see below.



In order to import a three-dimensional model into the engine, you have to 
perform the following steps:

·create an import configuration file,

·open and configure the import configuration file (specify the necessary 
parameters for object position, configure animation, etc.),

·generate meshes and materials. 

In detail this procedure is described in Tutorial Importing a Static Mesh and 
in Tutorial Import of Animated Model.

Generated meshes and materials will be synchronized with their source 
files. If a source file is modified, the generated meshes and materials will be
updated automatically. If you manually edit a mesh or a material in 
Resource Editor, synchronization with the original model file will be 
removed and resources will no longer be automatically generated on 
update.

Unfortunately, import of vertex (morph) animation is not currently 
supported. 

Supported Formats:
The column Export indicates formats in which engine models can be exported to. To access this 
function, right-click on a .mesh file and select the Convert to another format option. 

Below are a list of formats that the Engine can import/export.

Format Static Meshes Skeleton animation Export 

16.3d                 Yes                               No                            No



17.3ds               Yes                               No                            No

18.ac                 Yes                               No                            No

19.ac3d             Yes                               No                            No

20.acc               Yes                               No                            No

21.ase               Yes                               No                            No

22.ask               Yes                               No                            No

23.b3d              Yes                               Yes                            No

24.Blend          Not all modifiers are supported. It's recommended that you import via FBX or 
DAE format from Blender.
                                                         No                           No

25.bvh            Yes                               No                            No

26.cob            Yes                               No                            No

27.dxf             Yes                               No                           No

28.dae            Yes                               Yes                          Yes

29.enff            Yes                               No                            No

30.hmp           Yes                               No                            No

31.ifc               Yes                               No                            No

32.irr               Yes                               No                            No

33.irrmesh     Yes                               No                            No

34.fbx             Yes                               Yes                           Yes

35.lwo            Yes                               No                            No

36.lws             Yes                               No                            No

37.lxo              Yes                               No                            No

38.md2           Yes                               No                            No

39.md3           Yes                               No                            No

40.md5           Yes                               No                            No



41.mdc           Yes                               No                            No

42.mdl            Yes                               No                            No

43.mot            Yes                               No                            No

44.ms3d         Yes                               No (can error)        No

45.ndo            Yes                               No                            No

46.nff              Yes                               No                            No

47.obj              Yes                               No                            No

48.off              Yes                               No                            No

49.pk3            Yes                               No                            No

50.ply             Yes                               No                            No

51.x                Yes                               yes                            No

Editor Settings:
In order to access Model Import Editor settings, select Tools -> Options in the main menu. Then 
select the Model Import Editor option in the opened window. 



The General tab contains four parameters:

General:

Background Color: Background color.

Note: The background color is only visible when you are not using Sky Box.

Show Axes: If this parameter is set to True, the engine displays coordinate axes.

Show Grid: If this parameter is set to True, the engine displays the grid. The default cell size is
1 meter.

Sky Box: A sky (skybox) to be displayed as background of the editor. 

 

Tutorials:
In this section we will provide you with two tutorials on importing static and animated models 
to the engine.



The best formats to be used for model import is FBX and Collada. Read more about making file 
in an intermediate format in Export models from Blender, Autodesk Softimage and other 
packages.

Tutorial - Importing a Static Mesh

In this tutotial you will learn how to import static meshes into the engine.

First, create a configuration file for mesh import. To do this, select the original mesh file. In our 
tutorial it is ColladaTest.dae, which you can find in the following folder 
"Data\_ResourceEditorSamples\Importing3DModel\Stone". Next, right-click the file and select 
the Import Model. 

Now, you have to proceed to import settings editing. To do this, double-click on the settings file 
(in our case it is ColladaTest.modelImport) or bring up the context menu (Right Click on 
ColladaTest.modelImport) and select the Edit button.



When you proceed to editing, the Objects list containing all importable objects appears in the 
upper right corner. Select a source in the window. You can also select a source by clicking on it 
in the editor working area. 

Right-click and select Create Mesh with Selected Sources in the context menu. This will add the 
mesh to the object list, as well as it will add a source to it. It is important to distinguish between 
the mesh and its sources. The mesh is an object created as a .mesh file, which is, in fact, an 
engine format model. On the other hand, sources are made into submeshes of the resulting 
mesh. 



Now, you may need to adjust the position of the resulting mesh. Select the created mesh in the 
Objects window.

Let us set up the pivot for the mesh to be imported. To do this, select the "movement" tool in 
the main panel. In order to lower the pivot, pull Z axis down. This way you can adjust the mesh 
center. 



You can also adjust position of a source in mesh coordinates. This may be useful when the 
resulting mesh contains several sources. Select a source in the Objects window.

Rotate the source. To do this, select the "Rotation" tool in the main panel. Pull the rotation axis 
in order to rotate the source 90 degrees around the Z axis.



Now, save your import settings by clicking on the Save button in the main menu.

Once import settings have been configured, proceed to generating the resulting files: mesh and 
material. To do this, click the Create Files button under the Properties window. 



If importing succeeds, a corresponding text message will be displayed. New files will appear in 
the resource tree (in this tutorial they are ColladaTest.mesh and 
ColladaTestStoneStatic.highMaterial.

So, you have completed model exporting. In order to ensure that the files have been generated 
correctly, open the the mesh file. You can see that the model have been successfully imported. 
On this stage, our tutorial on import of a static model is complete. 

 Tutorial - Import of Animated Model:
In this tutorial you will learn how to import an animated model into the engine. The file PigA.x 
will be used as a testing mode, which you can find in the following folder 
"Data\_ResourceEditorSamples\Importing3DModel\Animated".

The first part of this tutorial is the same as importing a static model as described in the previous 
tutorial. For this reason we omit it now.

After having set up mesh import, you have to configure animation. To do this, select the mesh 
and click the [...] button in the Animations field. 



In the window that will appear, click Add to add a new animation track.



Now, specify an animation name, as well as start and end frames for it.
(Most models will have some kind of list of the animations and where they start and end. If not 
you will have to manually find the animation sequence numbers in the 3D program you use.)



Use the same procedure to add the remaining animations. Click OK to proceed.

Next, you have to set the CreateSkeleton property value to True in order to create the skeleton 
during file generation.



Save your import settings by clicking on the Save button in the main panel.

Now, you only have to generate mesh, skeleton and material files. To do this, press the Create 
Files button under the Properties window.



If importing succeeds, a corresponding text message is displayed.

On this stage, model importing is complete. In order to ensure that files have been generated 
correctly, open the mesh file. You can see that model importing was successful.



Import Properties:
This section contains description of import properties for scenes, meshes and sources.

Scene Import Properties:

General:

SourceFile: Path to a source file of the model.

Materials:

GenerateMaterials: Creation of material files. If this parameter is set to True, .highMaterial
is created.

MaterialsNamePrefix: Prefix used with the names of created materials.

OverrideMaterialDirectory: Override the directory for materials. If the directory is not 
specified, all generated materials are saved to the directory with the original model. If the 
directory is specified, generated materials are saved to it.

RenameMaterials: Renamed materials list. The list includes initial names of materials as 
well as their new names.

Meshes:

MaxTextureCoordChannelCount: Maximum number of used texture channels. Default 
value is 4.

OverrideMeshDirectory: Override the directory for meshes. If the directory is not 
specified, all generated meshes are saved to the directory with the original model. If the 
directory is specified, generated materials are saved to it.

Textures:

BaseMapFormat: The file format of base maps. If this parameter is set to Original, the initial
texture format is used. If you specify a different value, the texture will be converted to the 
specified format.



GenerateTextures: If this parameter is set to True, textures are created.

NormalMapFormat: The file format of normal maps. If this parameter is set to Original, the
initial texture format is used. If you specify a different value, the texture is converted to the 
specified format.

OverrideTextureDirectory: Override the directory for textures. If the directory is not 
specified, all textures will be copied to the directory with the original model. If the directory is 
specified, the textures will be copied to it.

Transform:

OutputScale: Scaling factor.

Mesh Properties:

General:

AllowMergeSubMeshes: If this parameter is set to True, submeshes with the same 
material and vertice format are merged into one.

EdgeList: Import of the edge list. If this parameter is set to True, meshes will be generated 
with an edge list. This data is required for stencil shadows.

MergeCloseVertices: Allow merging of close vertices.

The maximum radius between two close vertices. It is used with the tab MergeCloseVertices. If 
the radius between two vertices is less than the set value, the vertices are considered to be 
close to each other and can be merged.

Name: Mesh name.

Tangents: Import tangent vectors. If this parameter is set to True, meshes will be imported 
with tangent vectors. This data is required for normal maps.

VertexColors: Import vertex colors. If this parameter is set to True, meshes will be imported 
with vertex colors.

Transform:



PivotPosition: Coordinates of the mesh pivot after import.

PivotRotation: Rotation of the mesh pivot after import.

Animation:

Animations: The animation list of the imported mesh. Each animation has a name,and a 
number of opening and closing frames.

AnimationSpeed: If this parameter is set to 1, the original animation speed is used.

CreateSkeleton: If this parameter is set to True, a mesh skeleton (if it is available) is also 
imported.

FrameStep: Sampling frequency for animation frames. If this parameter is set to 0, sampling 
is turned off.

InterpolationError: Interpolation error for animation. This parameter is used for animation 
optimization (reduction of the number of key frames). If this parameter is set to 0, the 
optimization is turned off.

RemoveUnusedBones: If this parameter is set to True, bones of the mesh 
skeleton that are not conected with vertices are removed.

LODs:

LODsCount: Number of levels of detail for the model. You can learn more about LOD creation
in chapter of the mesh editor. By default, LOD generation is turned off.

LODsDistance: Camera distance for the next LOD level.

LODsReduction: Percentage of polygons removed at the next LOD level in comparison to 
the previous one.

Source Properties:

General:

AllowCollision: If this parameter is set to True, submesh collisions are allowed. In future this 
parameter will be used with the Physics System.



TextUserDictionary: User text information added to the generated submesh. The 
information is a list of elements in the key - value form.

UVUnwrapChannel: A channel containing UVUnwrap. If set to None, the UVUnwarp 
channel will not be specified. Otherwise, the specified channel will be used. UVUnwrap is 
required for static lighting.

Geometry:

InvertNormals: If this parameter is set to True, normals are inverted.

Material:

InvertUCoordinate: If this parameter is set to True, the U texture coordinate for this source
is inverted.

InvertVCoordinate: If this parameter is set to True, the V texture coordinate for this source 
is inverted.

OverrideMaterial: Override the material name. If material is not specified, the material of 
the original model is used. Otherwise, the specified material is used.

Source:

Name: Name of the source.

Transform:

Position: Position relative to the parent mesh. This parameter is ignored if a skeleton file is 
generated.

Rotation: Rotation relative to the parent mesh. This parameter is ignored if a skeleton file is 
generated.

Scale: Scale relative to the parent mesh. This parameter is ignored if a skeleton file is 
generated.

Alright! We finally made it to the end of the document for the Resource 
editor. This is the end of the Resource editor part of the Document. Here I 



will tell you my thoughts and feelings about what we will be designing in 
the near future. Also the next part will be all about the Map editor. I am not
sure if I am going to make a Chapter 8 or just make a part 2 about the map 
editor. 

Also I will be updating this design document rewriting things and adding to 
the chapters my own thoughts. Anyway I hope that you enjoyed reading 
this Document about how I want Dark Realm Game Studio to work. 

Stay tuned for the next section. All about the map editor! 




